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ABSTRACT 
The objective of the work presented in this paper is the development of a transient 
model of a mobile air conditioning condenser. Refmement of a steady state model is an 
intermediate task that is especially important for the steady state forcing function method 
used for the transient model. The desired features of the model include speed and relatively 
good accuracy. The steady state forcing function method, which consists of a fIrst order 
system response to a forcing function generated by the steady state model transformation of 
inputs, provides simple model development and speed, but the accuracy is not consistently 
good. Experimental data are used to optimize the semi-theoretical models and validate 
model performance. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The objective of the work presented in this paper is the development of a transient 
model of a mobile air conditioning condenser. Refinement of a steady state model is an 
intermediate task that is especially important for the steady state forcing function method 
used for the transient model. The desired features of the model include speed and relatively 
good accuracy. The steady state forcing function method, which consists of a first order 
system response to a forcing function generated by the steady state model transformation of 
inputs, provides simple model development and speed, but the accuracy is not consistently 
good. Experimental data are used to optimize the semi-theoretical models and validate 
model performance. Since the model may be used as part of an air conditioning system 
model to study overall design issues, it must be fast enough to quickly solve different 
conditions and accurate enough to correctly indicate relative importance of trends in the 
output The model may also be used to study control strategies or implement computer 
controls. 
1.1. Literature Review 
Within the categories of steady state modeling, transient modeling, and other topics 
relevant to condenser modeling, the available literature provides an outline of progress over 
the past twenty years. The arrangement within the following sections is primarily 
chronological. 
1.1.1. Literature Related to Steady State Modeling 
One of the earlier computer simulations of automotive air conditioning was prepared 
by Davis, Chianese, and Scott [8]. The simulatio~ includes the air conditioning system 
components and the vehicle. It uses the Chrysler Improved Numerical Differencing 
Analyzer (CINDA) to generate performance curves and analytically "crosses" them to find 
the balance or operating point. The condenser is modeled as desuperheating, condensing, 
and subcooling zones solved consecutively by an iterative method. Heat transfer is 
described by the effectiveness-NTU method. Agreement to experimental data is within 
3%. 
Davis and Scott [9] later described a condenser model in more detail. The results 
from Kays and London are used to describe the air side heat transfer. Pressure drop and 
refrigerant side heat transfer in the condensing zone are modeled according to the American 
Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) Handbook 
of Fundamentals. Concluding that models of minimum complexity are needed to speed 
computation, they recommend "general component models based on fundamental principles 
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augmented by carefully chosen empirical parameters whose values can be determined 
through relatively simple tests on the component" 
Ellison, Creswick, Rice, Jackson, and Fischer [12] presented a heat pump system 
model used to evaluated design changes such as increased coil area. The model is 
theoretically based but has parameters adjusted to match validation experiments. Three 
zones are included in the condenser for desuperbeating, condensing, and subcooling. 
Domanski and McLinden [11] developed a system model for a refrigeration cycle 
which they considered useful for comparing refrigerants but not for providing meaningful 
performance ratings. The condenser component allows desuperheating, condensing, and 
subcooling zones with further subdivision of the condensing zone when evaluating 
zeotropic mixtures. The simplifying assumptions include linear pressure drop and constant 
heat transfer coefficient throughout the condenser. The UA-L1T heat transfer description is 
used. 
An even more simple model is presented by Cecchini and Marchal. [4] It includes 
no pressure drop except the expansion valve. Data from three operating points are 
sufficient to determine the model parameters, and the third point is used only for evaporator 
frost formation parameters.· Accuracy of about ±10% on capacity and electric power 
consumption is achieved for air-to-air conditioners. Certification of products in Europe is 
an intended use of the model. 
1.1.2. Literature Related to Transient Modeling 
Kays and London [15], in their textbook Chapter 3, "The Transient Response of 
Heat Exchangers," write about the lag of output temperature response to changes of input 
temperature or flow rate. 
Analytical solutions for condenser response to step changes in one input 
temperature are derived by Myers, Mitchell, and Norman. [18] These solutions use non-
dimensional parameters that are more convenient than those of Kays and London. Under 
assumptions including low thermal capacitance of the other fluid, the outlet temperature of 
the condensing fluid undergoes a simple exponential response when its inlet temperature is 
changed. The thermal resistance of the fluid and capacitance of the coil appear much like a 
time constant in the exponent. 
Schoenberg [23] investigated condensation of mercury in a tube with air in cross-
flow for NASA. He found transfer functions for interface movement (condensing zone 
length) and condensing pressure with respect to inlet flow rate of mercury, coolant 
temperature, and outlet pressure. The interface is a conceptual boundary between the 
condensing and liquid zones in a condenser. James, Wong, and James, [13] mention 
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Schoenberg's model and write that condenser transients have not received as much 
attention as evaporator transients. 
Dhar and Soedel [10] have modeled a refrigeration system to study compressor life 
and allow assessment of new refrigerants, control schemes, and optimizations. Their 
condenser model is based on de superheating, condensing, and subcooling zones as 
required and treats them as "stirred tank" control volumes. In solving that component, the 
pressure drop is neglected until the equations for the heat transfer network converge. Some 
parameters are estimated from experimental measurements, but no validation of the 
resulting model is shown. The components of the system are solved sequentially at each 
time step in an Euler integration method. 
Chi and Didion, [5] who include mechanical dynamics besides heat, mass, and 
momentum balances for heat exchangers in a heat pump model, point out that the Dhar and 
Soedel model is quasi-steady-state and not validated The Chi and Didion model is 
validated with National Bureau of Standards (NBS) test data; it was used to study start-up 
transients. It is represented in state space fonn by 32 fIrst order ordinary differential 
equations that are solved by the Euler method. The condenser equations are in lumped 
parametric fonn with heat transfer described by the effectiveness-NTU method 
MacArthur [17] wrote an internally consistent heat pump model to investigate off-
design operation and control, but he did not validate it. The condenser component has 
implicit equations that are valid for any grid spacing or step size; the temperature and 
enthalpy values are fIrst solved iteratively, and then the pressures are detennined. Heat 
transfer coeffIcients are obtained from curve fIts of data. 
Sami and Duong [21] do not use three condenser zones for that component of their 
heat pump model. Instead, liquid and vapor regions with a slip ratio are solved for mass, 
energy, and momentum balances. This model is a modifIcation of the previously 
developed Dynamic Analysis of Heat Pumps (DAHP) code. Simulation was done with R-
134a properties calculated with the modifIed Benedict-Webb-Rubin equation of state in 
computer routines from McLinden; results were compared with data from R-12 and R-134a 
experiments. Sami, Duong, Mercadier, and Galanis [22] show good agreement between 
experimental data and the original DAHP lumped parameter model running quasi-steady-
state simulation of heat pump start-up. 
Clark, Hurley, and Hill [6] produced and experimentally validated HVACSIM+ 
routines for a hot water heating coil, including the transport delay in a single, large section 
of duct. 
Bullock [3] modeled buildings with controlled heating and cooling equipment and 
weather variations. The method he applies to predict transient heating or cooling capacity is 
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based on a simple exploitation of the steady state perfonnance of the equipment known 
from test data. Instantaneous capacity, Q, is governed by the equation 
df\ 1 ~ = -(Qss-Q) 
't 
(1.1) 
where Qss is steady state capacity. The time constant, 't, is experimentally detennined for 
each steady state operating mode and for start-up and shut-down; it is dependent on many 
factors and ranges from one to three minutes for the single and multiple stage unitary 
equipment modeled. The results compared to tests for a chiller show excellent accuracy for 
capacity, power consumption, and operating cycles and times. Compressor discharge 
temperature predictions are good except during start-up and shut-down. 
1.1.3. Other Relevant Literature 
Bateman [2] tested refrigerant R-134a as a drop-in replacement for CFC-12 in a 
Chevrolet S-IO pick-up truck. He found that it results in slightly slower pull-down and 
warmer interior temperature. The compressor suction pressure and temperature are higher; 
the compressor discharge pressure is much higher but the temperature is lower. The 
compression ratio was somewhat higher. 
Piao, Sato, and Watanabe [19] compared seven equations of state for HFC-134a 
and show theirs to be superior. McLinden's results for pressure, volume, and temperature 
data are 5% in error on density above 200 kilograms per cubic meter, but McLinden's were 
the equations chosen for detailed comparison with their own and laboratory data. 
Rice [20] summarizes various void fraction models for condensing vapor. One 
large class of these depends on models of slip between the liquid and vapor phases. A void 
fraction calculation can be used to find the mass of refrigerant in a condenser. 
Wedekind and Bhatt [27] investigated the dynamic changes in condenser outlet flo.w 
rate caused by changing inlet flow rate when there is little throttling at the output 
Wedekind, Bhatt, and Roslund [28] studied and modeled the pressure drop in a condensing 
process. The earlier work includes a model predicting the point of complete condensation; 
these are system mean void fraction models. 
1.2. Literature Summary 
The steady state modeling literature referenced shows a tendency toward more 
simple models, especially for evaluating new refrigerants and equipment. Three zones of 
condenser operation are used in most of these models. Semi-theoretical models that are 
based on fundamental principles but employ empirical parameters can provide a balance of 
accuracy and computational speed. 
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The literature referenced for transient modeling shows significant analytical efforts. 
Three-zone and liquid-vapor divisions have been used for condensers in transient models; 
fundamental equations must be solved to convergence in computing results from these. 
The method used by Bullock to model equipment in a building system is also promising as 
a simple method for modeling a condenser in an air conditioning system. This method, 
which is evaluated in Chapter 3 below, might be called the steady state forcing function 
method. 
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2. REVISED STEADY STATE CONDENSER MODEL 
One of the first achievements of this project has been the development of a revised 
steady state model of the mobile air conditioning condenser. A semi-theoretical model, one 
which is based on both principles of physics and experimental measurement, is used to 
model the condenser with accuracy and speed The description and development of the 
model are presented below. Results validating the accuracy of the model and providing 
insight into condenser behavior follow. 
2.1. Overview of Steady State Model 
Kempiak [16] developed the steady state model from which this work began. 
Some programming corrections were required before that model implemented in 
TrueBASIC would run. Since the Kempiak parameter calculations are not internally 
consistent, parameters are now found by a search method The revised model is reviewed 
below; then the major changes from the Kempiak model are documented. The current 
parameter search program and steady state model are written in FORTRAN and included in 
Appendices C, D, and E. 
2.1.1. Description of Revised Model 
As shown in Fig. 2.1, the condensing process may be considered as the following 
three stages: desuperheating, pure condensing, and subcooling. The model applies heat 
transfer, energy balance, and fluid momentum equations to each zone; therefore, it consists 
basically of nine equations. The fractional lengths of the three zones, fj' are two variables 
that are solved for each condition by the model. Examples of these three equation types are 
(2.1a) 
Iilr (hrij - hroj) = fj ('Frj - raj) A·Uj (2.1b) 
. 2 . 2 . 2 
mr mr mr 
Pij A-Poj A+---- = fj. _ L.Fj 
APij APoj 2DApj 
(2.1c) 
Eq. 2.1a is an energy balance between the air and refrigerant streams. Eq. 2.1 b 
describes the heat transfer in terms of the temperature potential and the overall heat transfer 
coefficient. Eq. 2.1c relates the pressure drop and velocity change of the refrigerant to 
friction losses. Experimental data are used to calculate optimal correlations for the heat 
transfer coefficients and friction factors of a particular condenser according to the following 
formulae: 
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ksc 
Fj"L = Ih 0.25 
r 
for Re < 105 
(2.2) 
(2.3a) 
(2.3b) 
Equation 2.2 is based on the Dittus-Boelter and Cavallini-Zecchin correlations, and 
Equations 2.3 are also based on an empirical correlation. 
Desuperheating Condensing Zone Subcooling 
Zone Zone 
Tai 
Tri • + t Pri mr{ 
saturated vapor saturated liquid 
Taosh Taoc 
• + 
• Fig. 2.1 Diagram of Condenser Zones 
2.1.2. Changes from the Kempiak Model 
Taosc 
t 
Tro 
Pro 
Kempiak uses two extra programs to approximate the model parameters. One 
solves for heat transfer parameters given the interface pressures. From these, the lengths 
of the three zones are found. Another solves for friction factor parameters. From these, 
new interface pressures are found. The two programs are run iteratively until the results 
remain fIxed One inconsistency is that the average air outlet temperature is used in the heat 
transfer equations for each zone, but an energy balance requires that a zone with higher heat 
transfer rate have higher outlet air temperature. The revised model parameters are found by 
a search minimizing the model inaccuracy; the model equations have varying air outlet 
temperatures and are consistent. 
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Condenser geometry also is more correctly represented by the revised model 
equations. About the leading one-third length of the condenser has two tubes. That 
complicates the application of the above Equations 2.1. The joint falls in every case in the 
condensing zone, and both the heat transfer coefficients and friction factors are computed 
separately for the double and single tube parts of that zone. Each part has the same 
parameters, but the mass flow rate and surface area per length are changed. The Kempiak 
model accounts for these changes in the momentum equation; however, in the heat transfer 
equation, the mass flow rate change is included only in the de superheating zone, and the 
area change is not included in any zone. The current model corrects these deficiencies. 
Equation 2.2 in the revised model uses an exponent of 0.67 on the air mass flow 
rate. Kempiak uses an exponent of 0.5 which corresponds to the case of laminar flow over 
a flat plate. This change has a theoretical basis in that the condenser does not have simple 
laminar flow over a plate. It has a practical basis in that an optimizing search converged on 
the higher value to improve the model accuracy. 
Some of the other changes are also significant. A consistent set of units in the 
English system is used in the revised model. Heat transfer coefficients are defined on an 
area basis; the length basis chosen by Kempiak is poorly suited to a double tube geometry. 
Data files with uniform formats are used in place of terminal input or program editing and 
recompilation. Finally, refrigerant properties for R -134a are found by an accurate equation 
of state instead of the simple curve fits used by Kempiak. 
2.1.3. Fluid Properties Computer Program Module 
Refrigerant R-134a is used as a replacement for R-12 in the experimental system. 
The models use a set of computer routines from the National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST) based on the modified Benedict-Webb-Rubin equation of state to 
calculate properties of R-134a. Moist air routines incorporate equations from the ASHRAE 
Handbook of Fundamentals [1]. The TrueBASIC properties module includes the R-134a 
properties, moist air properties, and interface routines. The FORTRAN version also 
includes routines that account for the enthalpy of oil in an oil and refrigerant mixture. 
Appendix B includes an interface guide for the property routines. 
2.2. Steady State Model Results and Validation 
Data were recorded in hundreds of experimental tests with an air conditioning 
system in the laboratory. Appendix A contains a review of the laboratory system and the 
improvements made during the past few years. The measurements of particular interest for 
condenser modeling include the refrigerant temperature and pressure at the condenser inlet 
and outlet, the air temperature in and out, and the flow rates of air and refrigerant. Table 
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2.1 lists the forty points used for the final model development The table shows 
compressor speed, refrigerant flow rate, and air flow rates for each point; expansion valve 
adjustment, air temperatures, and evaporator air humidity also vary among the data. Other 
points have been eliminated for such causes as a failed pressure transducer, a blocked 
turbine flow meter, disagreement above five percent between the air and refrigerant side 
heat transfer measurements, and erroneous compressor torque measurement 
No. rpm rnr con rna evp rna No. rpm rnr con rna evp rna 
45 1999 198 2229 1064 96 2996 323 3618 717 
47 2998 232 2222 1066 97 3491 333 3619 717 
64 994 163 2145 394 99 1007 202 5133 718 
65 1494 191 2069 400 100 1499 232 5106 721 
66 1988 225 2045 400 101 2001 262 5116 716 
67 2487 250 2031 397 103 3000 313 5114 713 
68 2759 256 2024 398 104 3505 314 5114 709 
71 1010 139 3792 386 105 3951 316 5112 712 
72 1504 183 3771 385 106 975 214 2128 1038 
73 2017 203 3771 368 108 1975 279 2378 1017 
74 2491 261 3742 395 109 2485 301 2365 1018 
75 2995 268 3724 395 110 2948 316 2359 1018 
76 3280 269 3721 395 114 . 1515 248 3741 1014 
86 1504 193 2186 699 115 2010 280 3727 1015 
87 1992 223 2191 698 116 2487 306 3734 1010 
88 2495 263 2188 700 117 2919 321 3737 1009 
92 1008 184 3789 720 121 1499 240 5265 990 
93 1503 228 3780 720 122 2001 273 5247 992 
94 1968 263 3724 681 123 2509 292 5249 994 
95 2478 312 3622 723 124 2985 303 5229 993 
Table 2.1 Steady State Data Summary 
Appendix B is the analysis program that processes the laboratory data to calculate 
thermodynamic properties and other system characteristics. Some of the computer tools in 
Appendix H are convenient for generating input files for the model and search programs. 
2.2.1. Results of Optimizing Search 
The steady state model consists of nine equations that are solved by the Newton-
Raphson method. It is found in Appendix E. A general search routine using the Marquardt 
algorithm is found in Appendix C. In order to optimize the model, the search is used to 
find the parameters for Equations 2.2 and 2.3. Appendix D shows the programming 
required to convert the model into an objective function for the search. 
Various measures of model accuracy have been considered. The one chosen and 
used in the final search gives equal weight to errors in pressure drop around one psi and 
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errors in refrigerant heat loss around two percent If modeling of subcooling were 
considered especially important, the optimization of heat transfer in BTU's would be 
preferred. 
Other aspects of the model have been studied as well with computer searches. The 
exponent of the air flow rate in Equation 2.2, for example, is 0.5 in the Kempiak model. A 
search that included the exponent among the unknowns showed that 0.67 more accurately 
models the air side heat transfer coefficient A term, d, added to Equation 2.2 on the right 
to account for the wall resistance went negative to improve the model performance. That 
impossible result indicates remaining inaccuracy in either the air or refrigerant side heat 
transfer correlation. The negative resistance and resulting improvement in performance are 
both negligible, however, and that term is not included in the present model. 
The optimal parameters based on the forty data points collected are these: 
0.283150 0.163205 0.052751 0.219872 0.082052 2.914678 0.483463 -0.75164 
The units for these parameters are shown in the Table of Symbols. From these numbers 
the heat transfer coefficients and pressure drop in each zone are easily found. Note that the 
surface area basis is about three square feet for each UA value although the first third of the 
length is double, so the actual area is about four square feet. 
Table 2.2 presents overall heat transfer coefficient information based on the whole 
experimental data set. Refrigerant side coefficients are shown for the de superheating and 
subcooling zones and both the single and double tube portions of the condensing zone. 
One air side coefficient is shown. 
Ush Uc double Uc single Usc Ua 
Average 50 156 272 65 278 
Minimum 42 131 229 55 193 
Maximum 59 181 315 76 367 
0 Table 2.2 Heat Transfer CoeffiCIents (BTU/hr·ft"2· F) 
Table 2.3 presents pressure drop information by zone for the three condenser 
zones. It is initially surprising that the model predicts a pressure rise in the subcooling 
zone, but there is a reason to suppose that such a tendency actually exists. The model 
neglects the gravitational potential in the momentum balance equation, but that effect is not 
negligible. Although it is almost certain that there is a pressure drop in the final zone, it is 
likely that the pressure drop decreases as that zone length increases. The central third of the 
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condenser drops from the center to the bottom, a distance of about seven inches. As the 
subcooled zone extends from the last third toward the last two thirds of the length, an 
increase of about a quarter psi is expected. 
~Psh ~c ~Psc 
Avera~e -l.44 -2.58 0.26 
Minimum -0.16 -0.00 0.54 
Maximum -2.95 -5.32 0.04 
Table 2.3 Pressure Drops by Zone (PSI) 
2.2.2. Validation of Steady State Model 
Accurate modeling of heat transfer is the most important feature to validate in the 
condenser model. Fig. 2.2 shows the excellent agreement between measured and modeled 
values of refrigerant heat transfer, and Fig. 2.3 shows the percentage error in the values 
modeled. Only two points have error more than 2 percent. The point with the greatest 
error has a subcooling zone that extends into the double tube region, and the model is not 
designed to account for the double tube joint falling outside of the condensing region. The 
other is within 3 percent. 
Accuracy of Heat Transfer Model 
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The measurement of air side heat transfer is less accurate than the refrigerant side, 
and, as is shown in Fig. 2.4, the measured energy balance is only within 5 percent. Even 
an adjustment to eliminate systematic error in the measurement of refrigerant flow rate does 
not result in an energy balance as accurate as the model. Correction for the suspected error 
in calibration of the turbine refrigerant mass flow meter is presented in Chapter 5. 
Fig. 2.5 shows the accuracy of subcooling results from the model. The accuracy is 
high because the heat transfer is modeled well. If the model were optimized to model 
subcooling, it would improve slightly as the root-mean-square absolute heat transfer 
calculation improved, but the percentage error in heat transfer calculation would increase. 
In other words, parameters that improve the least accurate subcooling data will impair a 
larger number of more accurate data. 
Accurate modeling of pressure drop may be less important, but it is given equal 
weight in the model development. Fig. 2.6 shows the good agreement between measured 
and modeled values of condenser pressure drop, and Fig. 2.7 shows the error in psi of 
those calculations. The error maximum is around one psi. 
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It is interesting to deduce something about the internal operation of the condenser 
although it has not been observed for verification in this study. Fig. 2.8 shows the range 
of the fractional length of the desuperheating zone. As expected, it never exceeds one third 
and remains in the double tube section. Fig. 2.9 shows the range of the fractional length of 
the subcooling zone. This zone was expected to be shorter on the basis of the Kempiak 
model for all operating points. Kempiak's data showed subcooling zone fractions from 
0.08 to 0.26. In fact, the range extends to two thirds of the condenser length. 
2.3. Inclusion in Steady State System Model 
One application of the steady state condenser model is combination with other 
component models to form a complete model of the mobile air conditioning system. The 
complete system model will show the effect on the system performance of changes in the 
condenser (or any other component). Studies related to control of air conditioning systems 
can make use of such a model. Development of the system model and solution procedures 
are described below. Appendix F contains the final computer routine to calculate the 
residual equations for the system. 
2.3.1. Adaptation of Component Models to the System 
Component models for the evaporator, compressor, accumulator, expansion valve, 
and lines had to be meshed with the condenser model. The compressor, condenser, and 
evaporator models consist of equations that must be solved simultaneously. The Darr 
compressor model [7] and Smith evaporator model [25] have been developed with the same 
experimental system. Those were used with additional equations written as simple curve fit 
models of the other components. The compressor model heat transfer equation has been 
improved by replacing the ambient temperature in degrees F with the difference between 
that temperature and the refrigerant inlet temperature. 
In order to speed the solution of the system, the number of equations in the 
component models is reduced for the system model. For the condenser, the zone length 
fractions are eliminated from the solution vector and found from two of the heat transfer 
equations; those two are no longer residual equations. The number of evaporator equations 
in the Smith evaporator model is still five. The number of compressor equations in the 
Darr compressor model is reduced from three to one. Those equations that are now used to 
directly calculate the eliminated variables are in effect substituted into the remaining residual 
equations that use those variables. 
Simple objective functions have been written to run in the Marquardt search. Those 
searches produce optimal parameters for the following six functions: compressor 
volumetric efficiency, compressor isentropic efficiency, compressor heat transfer, 
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compressor outlet line pressure drop, expansion valve pressure drop, and accumulator 
pressure drop. The parameters for the condenser are already available from the above 
model, and the evaporator parameters are available from Smith's model. 
2.3.2. Equation Solution Procedures 
Several measures besides minimizing the number of equations were necessary to 
solve the system of equations in the air conditioner model by the Newton-Raphson method. 
Other models use refrigerant mass inventory as a constraint, but this system has an 
accumulator. The accumulator stores an undetermined amount of refrigerant; however, it 
fixes the state of refrigerant at its exit to saturated vapor. Pressures are simulated primarily 
by the compressor performance and the expansion valve, and the consequent condensing 
and evaporating temperatures affect the heat exchanger models. The common problem in 
attempting to run the simulation is that the pressure values adjusted above or below the 
limits of the refrigerant property routines or the heat exchanger models. When bounds 
were set, the iterative solution method would reach a steady value at the boundary that was 
not an accurate solution of the system. 
One positive influence on the solution stability is a damping of the Newton method 
The variable adjustments in the currently used method begin at 20 percent of the calculated 
amounts and increase over five iterations to the full amount. A search routine was used as 
another method of gaining insight into the problems of the simulation. The Marquardt 
search proved to be less useful than a simple search that adjusted each component of the 
solution in turn. 
Another significant change to the equations involved changing the undetermined 
variables. One change is to choose pressure and temperature differences instead of 
absolute pressures and temperatures. The first part of the model uses absolute pressures 
for the compressor inlet and outlet, but other variables are pressure drops. The air 
temperatures for the condenser are independent, so it is not important that they are left as 
absolute values, but the temperatures at the compressor inlet, condenser outlet, and 
evaporator surface are chosen to be differences from other adjacent temperatures. 
Order of calculations and choice of equations also affects the model. For example, 
the outlet pressure of the evaporator for the evaporator equations can be obtained from a 
solution variable as a value or a change from the evaporator inlet or the compressor inlet 
pressure. It could also be obtained as a calculated amount above the compressor inlet by a 
.curve fit of pressure drop in the accumulator. A third order of calculation might obtain that 
value as a calculated amount below the evaporator inlet. The most reliable order found to 
date in the system model begins with the compressor and solves components in both 
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direction around the system. The end has the comparison of condenser outlet pressure and 
evaporator inlet pressure against the expansion valve equation. 
Since pressure balance seemed to be the problem, attempts were made to improve 
the compressor and expansion valve models. The compressor model is particularly 
inaccurate; it is suspected that the compressor performance deteriorated over the weeks that 
the experimental data was collected. Some data in a reduced set did converge with the 
compressor model optimized for that set, but the solutions had pressures above 500 psi. 
That is unreasonable because the system never exceeds 400 psi. 
Fig. 2.10 shows the compressor efficiency that is modeled as a linear function of 
compressor speed. The 13 points in the top band are data taken on January 14, 1993. The 
11 points in the middle divided band follow those and precede the lower points that were 
taken two on February 5 and fourteen on February 10 and 11. Clearly, there is a good fit 
for the first thirteen points, but the compressor efficiency both decreased and became less 
consistent as time went on. 
The expansion valve curve fit was highly accurate, but two things made it 
undesirable. First, a small error in a 300 psi drop is still several psi error, which is not 
negligible for the heat exchangers. This effect should not be a dominant factor, because the 
compressor error is greater. Second, the valve pressure drop is a function of its inlet 
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4000 
pressure. The solution method tends to adjust the high pressure values in the system to 
bring the pressure drop into agreement with the rest of the system. The current answer to 
the problem is to specify an exact pressure drop across the valve from the measured data. 
That forces the rest of the system to adjust to it. Specifying any approximate fIxed value 
has the same effect. A complicated solution scheme that allowed the expansion valve 
pressure drop to be updated only with the variables and remain fIxed for the numerical 
derivative calculations might be a preferred answer. 
2.3.3. System Model Results 
Although the improvements outlined above are suffIcient to achieve convergence, 
the system model can not be accurate while the compressor component model is so 
inaccurate. Results are shown below for the data set shown in Table 2.1. Two points, 
numbers 71 and 86, did not converge and are not included. 
Fig. 2.11 shows the simulated compressor outlet pressure. One group of 12 data 
points is about 50 psi above the measured pressures. Other points are about 75 or 100 psi 
below measurements. These errors are due to the poor accuracy of the fIts of compressor 
volumetric effIciency that decreased during the weeks of data collection. Fig. 2.12 shows 
that compressor power was calculated from half to twice the actual values. These errors are 
due to the inaccurate fIts of compressor isentropic effIciency. 
Fig. 2.13 shows the coeffIcient of perfonnance (COP) of the modeled and actual 
systems. The signifIcant error in compressor power is seen on the calculation of COP 
because COP is the ratio of evaporator heat transfer to compressor power. Fig. 2.14 
shows that even with inaccurate inlet conditions, the condenser heat transfer is within 30% 
of measurements for most points. 
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3. TRANSIENT CONDENSER MODEL 
In practice, mobile air conditioners operate under transient conditions as engine 
speed and air flow conditions vary. The developed model simulates perfonnance as air 
flow rates, temperatures, and compressor speed vary continuously. These transients 
during operation are susceptible to a convenient modeling approach. This is called the 
steady state forcing function method, and it takes advantage of the accurate system 
description contained in the steady state model. The developinent of a model based on this 
method is described in the following sections. 
3.1. Steady State Forcing Function Method 
The transient temperature response of the condenser is modeled by considering the 
simple heat capacitive and resistive detennination of the response. Factors such as the 
mass of the condenser and the refrigerant in it affect the heat capacity; factors such as the 
refrigerant and air flow rates affect the thennal resistance. 
Of course, the behavior of the condenser is more complex than such a fIrst-order 
dynamic system, but the steady state model itself accounts for other factors influencing the 
condenser behavior. At any time while inputs are varying, the steady state model calculates 
the output that after suffIcient time would result, T ss(k). These steady state values fonn a 
forcing function for the fIrSt-order dynamic system so that the output is a simulation of 
complex transient behavior. This approach is neither a quasi-steady state model nor a 
simple fIrSt-order model because it does not assume the actual output to be either the steady 
state forcing function or a response directly to the input. 
Equation 3.1 shows the discrete time transient model equation for temperatures 
where k is the current time and k+ 1 is the next time. The time interval is dt, and the 
approach time constant is 'to One important condition for accuracy with this method is that 
the time interval must be signifIcantly less than the time constant. If that condition is not 
met, the output as well as the forcing function might change within a time step; the model 
does not account for features of the response that occur within a single time interval. 
(3.1) 
3.1.1. Determination of Approach Parameter Functions 
One interesting question regarding this method is the detennination and signifIcance 
of the time constant. Equation 3.2 shows the function chosen to search for contributing 
factors to the speed of the condenser response. 
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< = a(l) * (1 + a(2)*Mr) * (fu:~~7 + mr~.8) (3.2) 
The ftrst parameter, a(1), scales the magnitude of the whole function. The heat 
capacity of the condenser coil is assigned a weight of unity so the second parameter, a(2), 
shows the relative importance of the refrigerant capacity. The refrigerant has some heat 
capacity and additional refrigerant may be stored or lost from the condenser. The third 
parameter, a(3), shows the relative importance of the air side resistance in the total 
resistance, the denominator of the time constant. 
The refrigerant mass in the condenser is not measured directly. Various 
correlations have been developed to estimate the void fraction as a function of position 
along a condensing region. The program shown in Appendix E uses the Zivi correlation 
[20] to estimate steady state refrigerant mass in the condenser. 
Appendix D contains the objective function used with the Marquardt search routine 
to optimize these parameters for the air outlet temperature. Separate optimizations are run 
for the refrigerant and air temperatures. 
3.1.2. Pressure Drop Calculation 
Pressure transients in the condenser occur so rapidly that a quasi-steady state model 
of refrigerant pressure drop is accurate at the larger time scales under consideration for this 
transient model. Small variations in pressure drop due to the acceleration of the refrigerant 
stream may occur, but the steady state pressure drop model is not precise enough to study 
those variations. 
3.2. Transient Model Results and Validation 
Transient experimental data were taken for ftve-minute periods at two-second 
intervals. The test periods for transient model development began with the system running 
at steady state and responding to a step change in a single input. Changes in compressor 
speed, air flow rates, and evaporator air temperature were used in the tests. Table 3.1 
shows the variable input conditions for the beginning of each test; the change in each test is 
to the beginning conditions for the succeeding test. The values given are the set points for 
the inputs; actual values approximate these. Compressor speed is given in rpm, air flow 
rates in cubic feet per minute, and temperature in degrees F. 
3.2.1. Limitations of Available Data 
Some features of the experimental facility limit the utility of the transient data The 
turbine meter measures the refrigerant flow rate before the expansion valve, but the inlet 
mass flow rate to the condenser is not the same during transients. An error is incurred by 
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using that measured flow rate to generate the steady state forcing functions. The outlet 
flow rate varies significantly from the inlet flow rate during transients in some condenser 
studies. [27] 
No. rpm conCFM evpCFM evpTai 
2 2500 900 165 90 
3 4000 900 165 90 
4 1000 900 165 90 
5 4000 900 165 90 
6 2500 900 165 90 
7 1000 900 165 90 
8 2500 900 165 90 
9 2500 1200 165 90 
10 2500 500 165 90 
11 2500 1200 165 90 
12 2500 900 165 90 
13 2500 500 165 90 
14 2500 900 165 90 
15 2500 900 240 90 
16 2500 900 90 90 
17 2500 900 240 90 
18 2500 900 165 90 
19 2500 900 90 90 
20 2500 900 165 90 
21 2500 900 165 105 
2500 900 165 75 
Table 3.1 Translent Data Summary 
Some transient responses violate the assumptions of the condenser model by 
producing a two-phase outlet condition. The steady state model does not converge to 
reasonable predicted values for those time steps, so the forcing function is not complete. 
Other data steps do not involve significant changes in the determining factors of the time 
constant Those points are useful only to fmd the optimal fixed time constant at those 
condenser conditions. 
Although the steady state model is very accurate, even small offsets in the forcing 
function drastically affect the optimal time constant and skew the parameters. During 
development of this method, it proved useful to allow an extra parameter to be a forcing 
function offset That results in better analysis of the time constant function, but does not 
meet the goal for transient modeling, because each offset has to be determined from each 
experimental data step. The current model does not include the offset factor, so the data 
that had steady state errors of several degrees F and small overall temperature changes were 
not used. 
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3.2.2. Results of Optimizing Searches 
Data steps number 2, 8, 10, 11, 12, and 14 have been selected for the 'parameter 
estimation. The results vary because of the various amounts of steady state offset for those 
steps. Also, fairly good accuracy is obtained from this model by using a fixed time 
constant, so there is little sensitivity of the objective function to changes in the time constant 
function. 
One generalization that can be drawn from the parameters is that the air side time 
constant function depends primarily on the capacitance of the refrigerant mass while the 
refrigerant side time constant function depends primarily on the resistance of the air side. 
With the appropriate parameters set to zero, steps 10 and 12 have near optimum accuracy 
with the parameters shown in Table 3.2. The corresponding time constant functions for 
those parameters are shown in Fig's 3.1 and 3.2. 
Step 10, Ta Step 12, Ta Step 10, Tr Step 12, Tr 
a(l) 73.71 95.26 32.02 269.04 
a(2) 13.70 67.99 0.0 0.0 
a(3) 0.0 0.0 241.55 27.75 
Table 3.2. TIme Constant FunctIon Parameters 
Time Constant Functions for Air Side 
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Comparison with results from steps 8 and 11 suggests that the disparity shown in 
Fig. 3.1 is due to the direction of the change in condenser air flow rate. Small time 
constants and fast response characterize an increase in rate that decreases temperature, but 
large time constants and slow response characterize increasing air temperature. The present 
form of the time constant function does not account for this behavior. 
The refrigerant time constant functions have a very similar dependence on air flow 
rate, although the parameters appear different. The products of the parameters are similar, 
so the parameter difference only produces a smaller effect of changing refrigerant flow rate 
in step 10 than in step 12. 
3.2.3. Validation of Transient Model 
Fig's 3.3 and 3.4 show the accuracy of the air side model for steps 10 and 12 using 
the parameters of Table 3.2. These points have relatively little average offset, and the 
model very accurately follows the measure response. The root-mean-square errors over the 
entire responses are 0.9 and 0.4 degrees F for steps 10 and 12, respectively. Only the first 
half of each response is shown in the figures. 
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Fig's 3.5 and 3.6 show the accuracy of the refrigerant side model for steps 10 and 
12 using the Table 3.2 parameters. The refrigerant side model is not as accurate as the air 
side. One reason is that there seems to be a delayed response on the refrigerant side. A 
delay of the forcing function similar to that used by Smith [25] in his transient evaporator 
model is one way to improve this method that might more accurately model the condenser 
refrigerant side. The mass of stored refrigerant that does not influence the time constant 
might determine such a delay parameter. The root-mean-square errors over the entire 
responses are 2.4 and 1.7 degrees F for steps 10 and 12, respectively. 
Verification of the usefulness of the transient model is possible because other 
independent data steps can be compared with predictions generated by the model. The 
following average values for parameters have been selected: 
air a(1) air a(2) air a(3) refa(l) refa(2) ref a(3) 
90 50 o 250 o 30 
These parameters produce accurate predictions of refrigerant outlet temperatures. For some 
data steps, they also predict air outlet temperatures well, but the air side time constant 
function is too large for the faster, decreasing temperature, air side responses. 
Fig's 3.7 and 3.8 show the accuracy of the predictions for data step 11. The shape 
of the curves for both refrigerant and air side matches well. The refrigerant prediction in 
Fig. 3.8 also is a good example of offset. An optimization of the model using that data 
would increase the time constant to flatten the prediction through the measured values; the 
dynamic behavior and shape of the curve would then be inaccurate. 
Accurate prediction of refrigerant pressure drop has not been a major focus of the 
transient modeling effort because the pressure drop in the condenser is not large compared 
to the pressure changes across the compressor and expansion valve. Also, the pressure 
transients occur so quickly that a steady state forcing function approach is expected to 
require smaller time intervals than the two seconds currently achieved. A pseudo-steady 
state model is used instead. Fig. 3.9 shows the steady state model and measured values of 
condenser pressure drop for step 11. There is a small disturbance in the steady state 
function during the step, but it is only two psi from the measured values. Fig. 3.10 shows 
the same pressure drop information for step 10. It is unusual because it appears the forcing 
function method would be more accurate than the pseudo-steady state model for step 10. 
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150 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
The steady state forcing function method of transient modeling and semi-theoretical 
models in general are straightforward and computationally fast. The value of the model for 
various applications is summarized below. The development of an accurate model is more 
difficult than using the model, however. After an evaluation of the accuracy of the model, 
some recommendations for future model development are presented. 
4.1. Model Evaluation 
Various applications that have been proposed for the model are explored below. 
The transient method is very general, and it may prove to be useful in other simulations of 
components within a system in transient operation. The important features of the model for 
these applications are its speed and ability to accurately indicate the importance of trends in 
system performance. 
4.1.1. Potential Uses of Models 
The fIrst application of the transient condenser model is expected to be development 
of a transient system model. The Smith transient evaporator model [25] is also based on 
the steady state forcing function method, and the other system components will be included 
as pseudo-steady state models. 
Sophisticated control of a system requires a dynamic model of the system. The 
transient model has value fIrst to study the effects of controlling various system inputs and 
develop control strategies. Actually implementing control may also make use of a model 
instead of diffIcult monitoring of internal system states. 
Selecting profItable areas of design emphasis can be based on the steady state model 
by calculating trends of performance changes with variation of the different parameters. 
The transient model is not as well understood, and more investigation of the determinants 
of time constant functions is required before contemplated design changes can be directly 
studied there. The transient model condenser performance depends primarily, however, on 
the steady state forcing function. If the system model is similarly insensitive to the time 
constant functions, design changes will be accurately reflected through the changes in the 
steady state model alone. 
Another topic for study is the minimum set of data required to produce an accurate 
semi-theoretical model. By comparing the optimal parameters from various subsets of the 
steady state data with the overall optimal parameters, guidelines for the necessary amount 
of data can be found. 
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4.1.2. Uncertainty Analysis 
There is at least one systematic error suspected in the condenser measurements. 
Chapter 5 gives details of the refrigerant flow meter calibration effect on energy balance 
between air and refrigerant measurements. The suspected calibration error is small and 
may be due to inaccurate estimates of the effect of oil concentration on the turbine meter. 
Smith [25] carried out an investigation of the random errors on the condenser heat 
transfer measurements. Because the temperature change of the air may be fairly small in 
relation to the 1 degree F uncertainty in each air temperature measurement, there is between 
4 and 10 percent uncertainty in the air side heat transfer rate for different air flow and heat 
transfer rates. The uncertainty in air nozzle pressure drop is small, but also affects the air 
side calculation. The refrigerant side is much more accurate, within 1.5% uncertainty. 
4.2. Recommendations 
The model is available to be used as suggested above, but there are also changes 
that can be included in the model to improve the accuracy. 
One of the more difficult changes is to include gravitational potential in the steady 
state model pressure drop equations. The relative height of the condenser tube at the zone 
interfaces is specific to each condenser design, so the equations would be even more 
specific to one geometry. The double tube section is the only such feature in the current 
model. The condenser has sufficiently low pressure drop in the experimental data that the 
gravitational term is not negligible. 
Adding a time delay to the refrigerant side of the transient condenser model should 
be less difficult, but finding an accurate relationship to determine the delay is likely to 
require more effort. Further study of the large scale variations in pressure drop is also 
indicated 
Adapting these models to other systems for application will provide opportunity to 
streamline the model development process. The goals of those other projects will specify 
the model results of interest so that the models can be optimized to perform accurately in 
different situations. 
Perhaps of more academic interest is the theoretical basis for the operation of the 
steady state forcing function method. This method has been intuitively derived and seems 
to perform well to model the condenser, but no derivation from physical and mathematical 
principles has been attempted. Clearly, this method is a complicated first order response, 
but the steady state model transformation of inputs to the forcing function has some effect 
as well. 
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A simple task that should be completed is the calculation of influence coeffiCients 
for the model. The change in model accuracy caused by changes in each parameter can be 
found by repeatedly running the model with the varied parameters. This work otherwise 
might be repeated and waste effort by each project using the model. 
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5. NOTES ON MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
There are a few conclusions that do not apply specifically to the condenser model 
but are generally significant for the model development process. 
Data management is one important area of a modeling project Every member of a 
team must be aware of the current format of data he uses. Experimental data formats 
changed frequently on the system as chosen measurements, computer board channels, the 
length of data acquisition per point, and software pre-processing were changed. Analyzed 
data tables also changed as team members added values. Several separate analyzing 
programs existed at one time, but maintaining a single analyzing program in FORTRAN 
and one compatible one in TrueBASIC allows convenient sharing of data. 
Computer resource sharing is efficient in the same way as data sharing. Using 
accounts on a workstation network makes it simple for team members to share data files, 
analysis programs, and computer tools. Email is an effective additional means of 
communication. 
Fig. 5.1 shows the energy balance based on the refrigerant flow rate measured by 
the turbine meter for 57 of the steady state data points recorded for the model development. 
Those points that had error above 8% or had other errors such as in condenser pressure 
drop are not among these. The 40 points used in the final condenser model development 
had at most 5% error in energy balance. The error in energy balance is correlated to the 
refrigerant flow rate; that means that the error is not completely random. 
Although the air side measurement of heat transfer is less accurate in theory than the 
refrigerant measurement, the error of a group of measurements is found by summation in 
quadrature and is less than for a single point When the turbine flow meter calibration is 
optimized to better match the air side measurements, the plot shown in Fig. 5.2 is obtained. 
It shows a reduction in error from 8% to 6%. In fact, blank areas in the upper left and 
lower right of the corrected graph correspond to points that previously had over 8% error 
and were not included among those corrected One can not justify changing a calibration 
on the basis merely of such an observation, but in more critical applications, data may at 
least show sources of systematic error that may be reduced as this one could be by 
recalibration of the turbine meter. 
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APPENDIX A EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY 
Details of the construction and early use of the test system are found iIi the 
referenced Masters theses by Kempiak, Siambekos, and Darr. [16,24,7] Smith [25] 
summarizes some of the changes mentioned below. Fig. A.I is a schematic from Smith of 
the experimental facility. 
During the Fall of 1992, the test system was moved in the Mechanical Engineering 
Building from the east cage to a block room. Compete disassembly was required, so many 
changes were carried out at that time. The refrigerant loop uses a compressor, condenser, 
evaporator, and accumulator from an automobile air conditioning system. The expansion 
device is an adjustable needle valve instead of the standard orifice. A venturi follows the 
accumulator and a sight glass and turbine meter follow the condenser. Pressure ports and 
thermocouple stations are in place to instrument the inlet and outlet of each component. 
Air ducts around the heat exchangers provide controlled air flow rates and 
temperatures and evaporator air humidity with blowers, heaters, and a humidifier. 
Standard nozzles with pressure sensors, thermocouple arrays, and humidity sensors are 
used to measure air side conditions. Installation of the nozzles and complete rebuilding and 
insulation of the air loops were done during reassembly of the system. 
Computer data collection is accomplished on a Macintosh IT computer running 
Analog Connection Quicklog software from Strawberry Tree. Formats for data files are 
now standardized for this project according to the preliminary analysis program in 
AppendixB. 
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APPENDIX B DATA ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
The analyzer program below is used to process data from the experim"ental air 
conditioning system. Another version for transient data analyzes each line of data instead 
of averaging the thirteen measurements taken for each steady state point Comments 
describe the results printed out. A guide that summarizes the use of the air and refrigerant 
property routines is reproduced below. 
B .1. Analyzer 
program analyzer 
C University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
C Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering 
C ACRC Project 09 
C 
C 1993 by Joel VanderZee 
C Worked from the TrueBASIC program by Sean Smith. 
C This program reads in data from mobile A/C test stand and prints 
C out results of property and curve fit calculations. 
C 
C This program must be linked with refrigerant property routines. 
C 
integer sets, xxx, i, j, x, y 
double prec~s~on Wamb,Hair 
double precision data(l3,3l),avgdata(3l) 
double precision sysdata(lOO),dataln(3l) 
character*20 titles(lOO) 
integer en 
double precision pamb,tdb,twb,cambp,sum 
double precision cati,cato,cinh20,crti,crpi,crto,crpo,eati,eirh 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
minusl 
precision 
precision 
precision 
precision 
precision 
precision 
precision 
precision 
precision 
precision 
precision 
precision 
precision 
precision 
precision 
precision 
precision 
precision 
precision 
precision 
precision 
= -1.0 
erhit,eato,eirh2,erhit2,einh20 
erti,erpi,erto,erpo 
eadpot,eapatm,tarnb,krti,krpi,krto,krpo,krpm,ktrq 
tflowv,tflowt,vflowdp,vflowt,tflow 
trd,trh,trs,vrp,vrdl,vrdv,vflow,win 
pcnozzle, cadi, cnre,cdc,calpha,cy,ccfm,caflo 
cahi,caho,crdi,crhi,crsi,crdo,crho,crso,c 
duml,ewi,ewil,ewi2,ewo,eahi,eaho 
crq,caq,penozzle,enarea,enre,ealpha 
eado, edc, ey, ecfm, eaflo, ewflo, eqa"ir, eqlat 
erhi,ersi,erdi,erxi 
ertosat,dum2,esht,erho,erdo,erxo,erso 
erhosh,erqsh,tmin 
eahmin,humratmin,eqrnax,eeff 
krdi,krhi,krsi,ktsat,kdsatl,kdsatv 
superheat,krhil,krhi2,krdo,krho,krso 
krpisat,krvvi,krvvo,krtos,krhos,krdos,kqs 
krvos,power,hp,kq,kpr,disp,voleff,km 
cleareff,isoeff,effrat,wc,wisen 
aqref,cop 
oilc,minusl,hundred,unity,pi 
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hundred = 100.0 
unity = 1.0 
pi = 3.141592653589793 
C Initialize property routines with oil concentration of 3%. 
oilc = 0.03 
Call init (oilc) 
C Open input and output files. 
C 
open (ll,file="Databank",status="old") 
write(*,*) "Please enter the number of data sets to be analyzed:" 
read(*,*) sets 
if (sets .le. 0) then 
close (11) 
stop 
end if 
open (13,file="Table_Output",status="new") 
Assign and write labels for output. 
titles (1) "pamb" 
titles (2) "tdb" 
titles(3) "twb" 
titles (4) "tflowv" 
titles (5) "tflow" 
titles(6) "tflowt" 
titles (7) "trd" 
titles(8) "trh" 
titles(9) "vflow" 
titles(10) "vflowdp" 
titles (11) "vflowt" 
titles(12) "vrdv" 
titles (13) "cop" 
titles (14) "oilc" 
titles (15) "aqref" 
titles (16) "caflo" 
titles(17) "cambp" 
titles(18) "cinh2o" 
titles (19) "pcnozzle" 
titles(20) "cadi" 
titles (21) "ccfm" 
titles (22) "cati" 
titles (23) "cato" 
titles(24) "win" 
titles (25) "cahi" 
titles (26) "caho" 
titles (27) "caq" 
titles (28) "crti" 
titles (29) "crto" 
titles(30) "crpi" 
titles(31) "crpo" 
titles(32) "crdi" 
titles (33) "crdo" 
titles(34) "crhi" 
titles(35) "crho" 
titles (36) "crq" 
titles(37) "eaflo" 
titles (38) "eapatm" 
titles (39) "einh2o" 
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titles (40) "penozzle" 
titles(41) "eado" 
titles (42) "ecfrn" 
titles (43) "ewflo" 
titles (44) "eati" 
titles (45) "eato" 
titles (46) "ewi" 
titles (47) "ewi1" 
titles(48) "eirh" 
titles (49) "erhit" 
titles (50) "ewi2" 
titles (51) "eirh2" 
titles (52) "erhit2" 
titles (53) "ewo" 
titles(54) "eadpot" 
titles (55) "eahi" 
titles (56) "eaho" 
titles (57) "-1.0*eqair" 
titles(58) "eqlat" 
titles (59) "erti" 
titles (60) "erto" 
titles(61) "ertosat" 
titles (62) "erpi" 
titles (63) "erpo" 
titles(64) "erdi" 
titles (65) "erdo" 
titles (66) "erxi" 
titles(67) "erxo" 
titles(68) "erhi" 
titles (69) "erho" 
titles(70) "esht" 
titles (71) "erhosh" 
titles (72) "erqsh" 
titles (73) "eeff" 
titles (74) "-1. o * eqrnax " 
titles (75) "tamb" 
titles (76) "krti" 
titles (77) "ktsat" 
titles (78) "krto" 
titles (79) "krpi" 
titles(80) ;'krpisat" 
titles(81) "krpo" 
titles(82) "krhi" 
titles (83) "krho" 
titles(84) "krdi" 
titles (85) "krdo" 
titles(86) "krsi" 
titles(87) "krso" 
titles (88) "superheat" 
titles (89) "krprn" 
titles(90) "ktrq" 
titles (91) "power" 
titles(92) "hp" 
titles (93) "kq" 
titles(94) "kpr" 
titles (95) "voleff" 
titles (96) "cleareff" 
titles(97) "isoeff" 
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titles (98) = "effrat" 
titles(99) = "wc" 
titles(100)- "wisen" 
do 8 i = 1,100 
write (13, 110) titles (i) 
110 format (a20) 
8 continue 
C Begin main loop to analyze each steady state data set. 
do 10 xxx = 1,sets 
write(*,*) "analyzing data set:",xxx 
C Input air pressure (psia), dry bulb temp (F), wet bulb temp (F), 
C evap nozzle (lor 2, 2 is larger), and 13 lines data. 
read(ll,*) pamb,tdb,twb,en 
do 20 i = 1,13 
read(ll,*) dataln 
do 20 j = 1,31 
data(i,j) = dataln(j) 
20 continue 
C Average data lines. 
do 30 x = 1,31 
sum = 0.0 
do 40 Y = 1,13 
sum = data(y,x) + sum 
40 continue 
avgdata(x) = sum/13 
30 continue 
C Define Average Data Variables 
C Condenser Variables 
cati avgdata(l) 
C Condenser Air Inlet Temperature (F) 
cato = avgdata(2) 
C Condenser Air Outlet Temperature (F) 
cinh20 = avgdata(3) 
C Condenser Air Velocity Pressure (in. H20) 
crti = avgdata(4) 
C Condenser Refrigerant Inlet Temperature (F) 
crpi = avgdata(5) + pamb 
C Condenser Refrigerant Inlet Pressure (psia) 
crto = avgdata(6) 
C Condenser Refrigerant Outlet Temperature (F) 
crpo = avgdata(7) + pamb 
C Condenser Refrigerant Outlet Pressure (psia) 
cambp = avgdata(31) 
C Ambient condenser nozzle pressure (in. H20) 
C Evaporator Variables 
eati avgdata(8) 
C Evaporator Air Inlet Temperature (F) 
eirh = avgdata(9) 
C Evaporator Inlet Relative Humidity (%) 
erhit = avgdata(lO) 
C Relative humidity temperature in (F) 
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eato = avgdata(ll) 
C Evaporator Air Outlet Temperature (F) 
eirh2 = avgdata(12) 
C Evaporator Inlet Relative Humidity 2 (%) 
erhit2= avgdata(13) 
C Evaporator Inlet Relative Humidity Tempature 2 (F) 
einh2o= avgdata(14) 
C Evaporator Air Velocity Pressure (in. H20) 
erti = avgdata(15) 
C Evaporator Refrigerant Inlet Temperature (F) 
erpi = avgdata(16) + pamb 
C Evaporator Refrigerant Inlet Pressure (psia) 
erto = avgdata(17) 
C Evaporator Refrigerant Exit Temperature (F) 
erpo = avgdata(18) + pamb 
C Evaporator Refrigerant Exit Pressure (psia) 
eadpot= avgdata(29) 
C Evaporator air outlet dew point (F) 
eapatm= avgdata(30) 
C Differential pressure from atmospheric and nozzle pressure (in. H20) 
C Compressor Variables 
tamb = tdb 
C Compressor Ambient Air Temperature (F) 
krti = avgdata(19) 
C Compressor Refrigerant Inlet Temperature (F) 
krpi = avgdata(20) + pamb 
C Compressor Refrigerant Inlet Pressure (psia) 
krto = avgdata(21) 
C Compressor Refrigerant Outlet Temperature (F) 
krpo = avgdata(22) + pamb 
C Compressor Refrigerant Outlet Pressure (psia) 
krpm = avgdata(23) 
C Compressor Speed (rpm) 
ktrq = avgdata(24) 
C Electric Motor Shaft Torque (ft-Ib) 
C Mass flow variables 
tflowv = avgdata(25) 
C Volume Flow Rate from Turbine Flow Meter (ft A 3/hr) 
tflowt= avgdata(26) 
C Temperature for density at turbine (F) 
vflowdp=avgdata(27) 
If (vflowdp .It. 0.0) then 
vflowdp = abs(vflowdp) 
write(*,*) "Note: vflowdp was negative." 
Endif 
C Venturi flow meter dp (psi) 
vflowt= avgdata(28) 
C Venturi flow temperature (F) 
C Calculating the mass flows 
Call Mixptq(crpo,tflowt,minus1,trd,trh,trs) 
tflow = tflowv*trd 
Call Fsatt(vflowt,vrp,vrdl,vrdv) 
vflow = 455.35626*(vflowdp*vrdv)**0.5 
C Factors of Y = 0.859 and C = 530.10042 
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C Condenser Air Flow Properties 
win = Wamb (pamb,tdb,twb) 
C Assume Constant Humidity Across The Condenser 
pcnozzle = pamb + 0.03608725*(cinh20 + cambp) 
C Corrects for higher pressure at nozzle exit (psia) 
cadi = pcnozzle/«1.0+win/0.62198)*0.37057*(cati+459.67» 
C Condenser Outlet Air Density (lb/ft A 3) 
cnre = 624708.2879*(cinh2o*cadi)**0.5 
C Nozzle Reynolds number 
C factors of 1.363E+6 and 0.4583333 
cdc = 1.0 - (0.10276*cnre)**(-1.0*0.414) 
C Nozzle Discharge Coefficient 
calpha = (pcnozzle - cinh2o*0.03608725)/pcnozzle 
C Nozzle Pressure Ratio 
cy = 1.0 - 0.548*(1.0 - calpha) 
C Expansion Coefficient 
ccfm = 180.9425107*cy*cdc*(cinh2o/cadi)**0.5 
C Condenser Air CFM 
C factors of 0.164988156 and 1096.7 
caflo = ccfm*cadi*60/(1.0 + win) 
C Condenser Mass Flow Rate (lb dry air)/hr 
cahi = Hair(cati,win) 
C Condenser Inlet Air Enthalpy (btu/lb) 
caho = Hair(cato,win) 
C Condenser Outlet Air Enthalpy (btu/lb) 
C Condenser Refrigerant Properties 
Call Mixptq(crpi,crti,hundred,crdi,crhi,crsi) 
C condo inlet density (lb/ft A 3) 
Call Mixptq(crpo,crto,minus1,crdo,crho,crso) 
C condo outlet density (lb/ft A 3) 
crq = tflow*(crhi-crho) 
C ref. side heat transfer (btu/hr) 
caq = caflo*(caho-cahi) 
C air side heat transfer (btu/hr) 
C Calculate Evaporator Air properties 
Call Moisth(pamb,hundred,eadpot,dum1,ewo) 
C evap air humidity ratio out from dew point 
Call Moisth(pamb,eirh,erhit,dum1,ewi1) 
C evap air humidity ratio in 
Call Moisth(pamb,eirh2,erhit2,dum1,ewi2) 
C evap air humidity ratio in 2 
C ewi = (ewi1 + ewi2)/2 
If «ewi2 - ewi1)/ewi1 .gt. 0.05) then 
ewi ewi2 
Else 
ewi 
Endif 
C Ewi average 
(ewi1 + ewi2)/2 
eahi = Hair(eati,ewi) 
C evap air enthalpy in (btu/lb) 
eaho = Hair (eato,ewo) 
C evap air enthalpy out (btu/lb) 
C Calculating air flow rate 
penozzle = pamb + 0.03608725* (einh20 + eapatm) 
C Corrects for higher pressure at nozzle exit (psia) 
eado = penozzle/«l.O + ewo/0.62198)*0.37057*(eato + 459.67» 
C evap air density out (lb/ft A 3) 
if (en .eq. 1) then 
enarea ~ 0.01440237518 
else if (en .eq. 2) then 
enarea = 0.03939347884 
else 
write(*,*) "Invalid evaporator nozzle number." 
stop 
end if 
C Determines the area to use for the evap. air flow rate 
enre = 2.726E6*(enarea/pi) **0.5 *(einh2o*eado)**0.5 
C Nozzle Reynolds number 
C factors of 1.363E+6 and 4*enarea 
edc = 1.0 - (0.10276*enre)**(-1.0*0.414) 
C Nozzle Discharge Coefficient 
ealpha = (penozzle - einh2o*0.03608725)/penozzle 
C Nozzle Pressure Ratio 
ey = 1.0 - 0.548*(1.0 - ealpha) 
C Expansion Coefficient 
ecfm = enarea*1096.7*ey*edc*«einh2o)/eado) **0.5 
C Evaporator Air (CFM) 
eaflo = ecfm*eado*60.0/(1.0 + ewo) 
C Evaporator Mass Flow Rate (lb dry air/hr) 
ewflo = eaflo*(ewi-ewo) 
C Evap water flow rate (lb/hr) 
C Calculate the heat transfer from the air properties 
eqair = eaflo*(eaho-eahi) 
C evap heat transfer (btu/hr) 
eqlat = ewflo*1061.0 
C Latent heat transfer (btu/hr) 
C Calculate the Evaporator refrigerant properties 
erhi=crho 
C Constant Enthalpy expansion for inlet H (btu/lb) 
Call Mixht(erhi,erti,dum1,ersi,erdi,erxi) 
C calculates quality from enthalpy in 
C evap ref density in (lb/ft A 3) 
Call Fsatp(erpo,ertosat,dum1,dum2) 
C Saturation Temp (F) 
esht=erto-ertosat 
C superheat (F) 
erho=erhi-eqair/tflow 
C Exit Enthalpy From Evap energy balance (btu/lb) 
Call Mixht(erho,erto,dum1,erso,erdo,erxo) 
C calculates quality for enthalpy out 
C evap ref density out (lb/ft A 3) 
if «erxo .eq. 100.0) .or. (esht .gt. 1.5» then 
C superheat condition 
Call Mixptq(erpo,erto,hundred,erdo,erhosh,erso) 
C enthalpy superheated exit (btu/lb) 
erqsh=tflow*(erhosh-erhi) 
C superheat q for energy balance (btu/hr) 
else 
erhosh = -99.0 
erqsh = -99.0 
end if 
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C evap effectivness 
if (erti .It. erto) then 
tmin erti 
else 
tmin erto 
end if 
Call Moisth(pamb,hundred,tmin,eahmin,humratmin) 
if (humratmin .gt. ewo) then 
eahmin = Hair (tmin,ewo) 
end if 
eqmax=(eahmin-eahi)*eaflo 
C maximum q for air side (btu/hr) 
eeff=eqair/eqmax 
C evap effectiveness 
C Calculate the compressor data 
Call Fsatp(krpi,ktsat,kdsatl,kdsatv) 
C saturation temperature (F) 
superheat = krti - ktsat 
C Superheat of Vapor Entering The Comp (F) 
if (superheat .It. 0.0) then 
write(*,*) "Compressor inlet assumed saturated vapor at", 
&" Tin." 
krpisat = 0.0 
Call Mixptq(krpisat,krti,unity,krdi,krhi,krsi) 
C P & h for comp if saturated (psia,btu/lb) 
superheat = -99.0 
else 
krpisat = -99.0 
Call Mixptq(krpi,krti,hundred,krdi,krhi,krsi) 
end if 
C compressor inlet density (lb/ft A 3) 
C Enthalpy of ref at comp in (btu/lb) 
Call Mixptq(krpo,krto,hundred,krdo,krho,krso) 
C compressor outlet density (lb/ft A 3) 
C compressor outlet enthalpy (btu/lb) 
krvvi 1.0/krdi 
C (ft A 3/1b) 
krvvo 
C (ft A 3/1b) 
1.0/krdo 
C Isentropic Calculations 
Call Mixsp(krsi,krpo,krtos,krhos,krdos,kqs) 
C Constant Entropy Calculations 
krvos = l/krdos 
C Compressor Refrigerant Outlet Specific Volume at Constant Entropy 
if (kqs .le. 1.0) then 
write(*,*) "WARNING: Compressor isentropic outlet not", 
&" superheated." 
end if 
power = krpm*ktrq*0.032296 
C Compressor Shaft Power (btu/hr) 
C factors of 0.040370 and 1/1.25 
hp=power*3.930143e-4 
C horse power 
kq = power - tflow*(krho - krhi) 
C Compressor Shell Heat Loss (btu/hr) 
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kpr = krpo/krpi 
C Compressor Pressure Ratio 
disp = 10.37 
C Compressor Displacement 
voleff - 2S.S*tflow*krvvi/(krpm*disp) 
C Actual Volumetric Efficiency 
km .. 0.023432979 
C Percent Clearance 
C factored is 0.243/10.37 
cleareff = 1.0 - km*(krvvi/krvos - 1.0) 
C Clearance Volumetric Effficiency 
isoeff = (krhos - krhi)*tflow/power 
C Isentropic Efficiency 
effrat = voleff/cleareff 
C Volumetric Efficiency Ratio 
wc = power/tflow 
C Actual Work of Compression (btu/lb) 
wisen - krhos - krhi 
C Isentropic Work of Compression (btu/lb) 
C Accumulator heat gain 
aqref=tflow*(krhi-erho) 
C accumulator heat gain (btu/Ibm) 
C system COP 
cop=-1.0*eqair/power 
C system COP 
C Print Output (All Properties and Measurements) 
C Other Property Values 
sysdata(l) = pamb 
C ambient pressure (psia) 
sysdata(2) = tdb 
C Dry Bulb Temperature (F) 
sysdata(3) = twb 
C Wet Bulb Temperature (F) 
sysdata(4) = tflowv 
C Volume flow rate of refrigerant (ft~3/hr) 
sysdata(5) = tflow 
C ref. mass flow (lb/hr) 
sysdata(6)" = tflowt 
C temperature at turbine flow meter (F) 
sysdata(7) = trd 
C turbine flow density (lbm/ft~3) 
sysdata(S) trh 
C turbine flow enthalpy (btu/lb) 
sysdata(9) = vflow 
C ref. mass flow (ft~3/hr) 
sysdata(10) = vflowdp 
C venturi flow delta p (psi) 
sysdata(ll) = vflowt 
C venturi flow temperature (F) 
sysdata(12) = vrdv 
C venturi flow meter density (lb/ft~3) 
sysdata(13) cop 
C system cop 
sysdata(14) oilc 
C default oil concentration 
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sysdata(15) = aqref 
C accumulator heat transfer (btu/hr) 
C Condenser Air Properties 
sysdata(16) - caflo 
C cond air mass flow (lb/hr) 
sysdata(17) = cambp 
C cond nozzle ambient differential pressure (in. H20) 
sysdata(18) = cinh20 
C cond nozzle differential pressure (in. H20) 
sysdata(19) = pcnozzle 
C cond nozzle pressure (psia) 
sysdata(20) = cadi 
C cond nozzle air density (lb/ft A3) 
sysdata(21) = ccfm 
C condenser air flow (cfm) 
sysdata(22) = cati 
C cond air temp in (F) 
sysdata(23) = cato 
C cond air temp out (F) 
sysdata(24) win 
C cond humidity ratio in (lb/lb) 
sysdata(25) = cahi 
C cond air enthalpy in (btu/lb) 
sysdata(26) = caho 
C cond air enthalpy out (btu/lb) 
sysdata(27) = caq 
C cond air heat transfer (btu/hr) 
C Condo Ref. Properties 
sysdata (28) = crti 
C cond ref. temp in (F) 
sysdata (29) = crto 
C cond ref. temp out (F) 
sysdata (30) = crpi 
C cond ref. pressure in (psia) 
sysdata(31) = crpo 
C cond ref. pressure out (psia) 
sysdata(32) = crdi 
C cond ref. density in (lb/ft A3) 
sysdata (33) = crdo 
C cond ref. density out (lb/ft A3) 
sysdata (34) = crhi 
C cond ref. enthalpy in (btu/lb) 
sysdata(35) = crho 
C cond ref. enthalpy out (btu/lb) 
sysdata(36) = crq 
C cond ref. heat transfer (btu/hr) 
C Evap. Air Properties 
sysdata (37) = eaflo 
C evap air flow rate (lb/hr) 
sysdata (38) = eapatm 
C evap nozzle ambient differential pressure (in. H2O) 
sysdata (39) = einh20 
C evap nozzle differential pressure (in. H2O) 
sysdata(40) = penozzle 
C evap nozzle pressure (psia) 
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sysdata(41) = eado 
C evap nozzle air density (lb/ft"3) 
sysdata(42) ecfm 
C evap air flow (crrn) 
sysdata(43) ewflo 
C evap water flow rate (lbm/hr) 
sysdata(44) = eati 
C evap air temp in (F) 
sysdata(45) = eato 
C evap air temp out (F) 
sysdata(46) ewi 
C evap humidity ratio in (lb/lb) 
sysdata(47) = ewi1 
C evap humidity ratio in 1 
sysdata(48) = eirh 
C evap rel humidity in 1 
sysdata(49) = erhit 
C evap rel humidity in temperature 1 (F) 
sysdata(50) = ewi2 
C evap humidity ratio in 2 
sysdata(51) = eirh2 
C evap rel humidity in 2 
sysdata(52) = erhit2 
C evap rel humidity in temperature 2 (F) 
sysdata(53) = ewo 
C evap humidity ratio out (lb/lb) 
sysdata(54) = eadpot 
C evap dewpoint temperature out (F) 
sysdata(55) = eahi 
C evap enthalpy in (btu/lb) 
sysdata(56) = eaho 
C evap enthalpy out (btu/lb) 
sysdata(57) = -1.0*eqair 
C evap air side heat transfer (btu/hr) 
sysdata(58) = eqlat 
C latent heat transfer (btu/hr) 
C Evap. Ref. Properties 
sysdata (59) = erti 
C evap ref. temp in (F) 
sysdata (60) = erto 
C evap ref. temp out (F) 
sysdata (61) = ertosat 
C evap ref. saturation temperature out (F) 
sysdata(62) = erpi 
C evap ref. pressure in (psia) 
sysdata (63) = erpo 
C evap ref. pressure out (psia) 
sysdata (64) = erdi 
C evap ref. density in (lbm/ ft "3) 
sysdata (65) = erdo 
C evap ref. density out (lbm/ft"3) 
sysdata (66) = erxi 
C evap ref. quality in 
sysdata(67) = erxo 
C evap ref. quality out 
sysdata (68) = erhi 
C evap ref. enthalpy in (btu/ lbm) 
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sysdata(69) = erho 
C evap ref. enthalpy out (btu/Ibm) 
sysdata(70) = esht 
C evap ref. superheat (F) 
sysdata(71) = erhosh 
C evap ref. enthalpy if superheat (btu/Ibm) 
sysdata(72) = erqsh 
C evap ref. heat transfer if superheat (btu/hr) 
sysdata(73) eeff 
C evap effectiveness 
sysdata(74) -1.0*eqrnax 
C evap air maximum heat transfer (btu/hr) 
C Compo Properties 
sysdata(75) = tamb 
C ambient air temp for compressor (F) 
sysdata(76) = krti 
C comp ref. temp in (F) 
sysdata(77) = ktsat 
C comp ref sat temp in (F) 
sysdata(78) = krto 
C comp ref. temp out (F) 
sysdata(79) = krpi 
C comp ref. pressure in (psia) 
sysdata(80) = krpisat 
C comp ref sat pressure if assumed saturated (psia) 
sysdata(81) = krpo 
C comp ref. pressure out (psia) 
sysdata(82) = krhi 
C comp ref. enthalpy in (btu/Ibm) 
sysdata(83) = krho 
C comp ref. enthalpy out (btu/Ibm) 
sysdata(84) = krdi 
C comp ref. density in (lbm/ft A 3) 
sysdata(85) = krdo 
C comp ref. density out (lbm/ft A 3) 
sysdata(86) = krsi 
C comp ref entropy in (btu/lb-R) 
sysdata(87) = krso 
C comp ref entropy out (btu/lb-R) 
sysdata(88) = superheat 
C comp ref. inlet superheat 
C Compo Other Properties 
sysdata (89) krpm 
C comp rpm 
sysdata (90) ktrq 
C comp torque (ft-lb) 
sysdata (91) power 
C comp power (btu/hr) 
sysdata(92) hp 
C compressor horse power 
sysdata (93) = kq 
C compo ref heat gain (btu/hr) 
sysdata (94) kpr 
C pressure ratio 
sysdata(95) voleff 
C volumetric efficency 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
sysdata (96) cleareff 
clearence efficency 
sysdata(97) isoeff 
isentropic efficency 
sysdata (98) effrat 
efficency ratio 
sysdata (99) wc 
work of compression (btu/lb) 
sysdata(100)= wisen 
isentropic work of compression 
do 10 i = 1,100 
write(13,120) sysdata(i) 
120 format (e13.6," ") 
10 continue 
close (11) 
close (13) 
(btu/lb) 
write(*,*) "AG Have a Nice Day. " 
end 
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B.2. Property Routine Interface Guide 
Notes: 
• Routines named "All " are for pure refrigerant. 
• Routines named "Mix_" arefor refrigerant/oil mixture. 
• Returned quality is -1.0 for subcooled and 100.0 for superheated conditions. 
• All junctions and variables are double precision. 
INITIALIZATION ROUTINE 
subroutine init( oilc) ( -) 
must call with oil concentration as fraction before using refrigerant routines 
MOIST AIR ROUTINES 
function Wamb (P,Tdry,Twet) Ibm/lbm (psia,OP,OP) 
returns humidity ratio of air from pressure, dry and wet bulb temperatures 
function Hair (Tair,w) BTU/lb CP,lbm/lbm) 
returns enthalpy of air from temperature and humidity ratio 
subroutine Moisth (Pamb,phi,Tair,h,w) (psia,%,OP,BTU/lbm,lbm/lbm) 
returns enthalpy and humidity ratio of air from pressure, relative humidity, and 
temperature 
R·134a REFRIGERANT ROUTINES 
subroutine Psatp (p,t,rhol,rhov) (psia, °P,lbm/ft3 ,lbm/ft3) 
returns saturation temperature and liquid and vapor densities at given pressure 
subroutine Psatt (t,p,rhol,rhov) CP,psia,lbm/ft3,lbm/ft3) 
returns saturation pressure and liquid and vapor densities at given temperature 
subroutine Allptq (p,t,q,rho,h,s) (psia, °P,-,lbm/ft3 ,BTU/lbm,BTU/lbm. °P) 
subroutine Mixptq (p,t,q,rho,h,s) 
returns density, enthalpy, and entropy and one of first three arguments 
call with pressure and temperature while quality set negative or greater than one 
or call with specified quality while pressure or temperature is set to zero 
subroutine Allsp (s,p,t,h,rho,q) (BTU/lbm.oP,psia,oP,BTU/lbm,lbm/ft3,-) 
subroutine Mixsp (s,p,t,h,rho,q) 
returns temperature, enthalpy, density, and quality at given entropy and pressure 
subroutine Allhp(h,p,t,s,rho,q) (BTU/lbm,psia,oP,BTU/lbm.oP,lbm/ft3,-) 
subroutine Mixhp(h,p,t,s,rho,q) 
returns temperature, entropy, density, and quality at given enthalpy and pressure 
subroutine Allht(h,t,p,s,rho,q) (BTU/lbm, °P,psia,BTU/lbm· °P,lbm/ft3 ,-) 
subroutine Mixht(h,t,p,s,rho,q) 
returns pressure, entropy, density, and quality at given enthalpy and temperature 
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APPENDIX C MARQUARDT SEARCH PROGRAM 
The search program published below is a general one. Different versions have 
small changes such as different iteration limits and input and output to files. The matrix 
routines below are designed to easily substitute for the TrueBASIC matrix functions that 
are found in many programs converted to FORTRAN from that language. The linear 
system solver is part of a Newton-Raphson solver written by Sue Murley for the 
Operations Research Laboratory of the Mechanical and Industrial Engineering Department 
of the University of lliinois. Only the subroutine declaration and variable descriptions 
appear below. 
C .1. Search Program 
%include 'matrix. inc , 
%include 'LINSYS.inc' 
program marquardt_search 
C University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
C Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering 
C ACRC Project 09 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
1993 by Joel VanderZee 
This program is a marquardt search routine. User must set up 
objective function below and supply tolerance. Initial guess 
is read from standard input. Output to standard output. 
Matrix routines and linear system solver must be included. 
integer Nvar,flag,i 
double precision a(19),ob,tol 
common/search/Nvar,ob,a 
Nvar = 8 
tol = 1E-6 
C read initial guess 
write(*,*) "Reading in",Nvar," parameters." 
read(*,*) (a(i),i=l,Nvar) 
C run search 
Call Marq(tol,flag) 
C review results 
If (flag .eq. 0) Then 
Write(*,*) "Solution is:" 
Call VECpr(Nvar,a) 
Else 
Write(*,*) "error flag is",flag 
Write(*,*) "method exited with attempted solution:" 
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Call VECpr(Nvar,a) 
Endif 
'Write(*,*) "value: ",ob 
stop 
end 
Subroutine Marq(tol,errflag) 
integer Nvar,errflag,iter,Niter 
double precision objective,VECdot 
double precision tol,a(19),ob,lastob,index,lambda,Det,scale,negone 
double precision lasta(19),J(19,19),D(19),Sum(19,19) 
double precision Inverse(19,19),S(19) 
common/search/Nvar,ob,a 
save negone 
DATA negone/-1.0/ 
C Niter is the maximum number of directional searches. 
iter = 0 
Niter = 12 
errflag = 0 
index = tol 
C write introduction and find current value of objective function 
Write(*,*) ,,--------------------------------" 
Write(*,*) "initial guess:" 
Call VECpr(Nvar,a) 
ob = objective(a) 
Write(*,*) "value: ",ob 
Write(*,*) "tolerance set to",tol 
lastob = 1.1*ob 
C begin main loop 
Do While (iter .It. Niter .and. index .ge. tol) 
iter = iter + 1 
Write(*,*) ,,---------------- iteration",iter 
C solve for first and second derivatives numerically 
Call Hessian(tol,J,D) 
Write(*,*) "Hessian:" 
Call MATpr(19,Nvar,Nvar,J) 
Write(*,*) "Derivatives:" 
Call VECpr(Nvar,D) 
lambda = (1.0ES/ 10**iter) 
C form marquardt direction emphasizing derivatives at first 
C and giving more weight to second derivative information later. 
Call MATidn(19,Nvar,Sum) 
Call MATscale(19,Nvar,Nvar,Sum,lambda) 
Call MATadd(19,Nvar,Nvar,Sum,Sum,J) 
Call LINSYS(19,Nvar,Sum,D,lD-6,lD-6,Inverse,S,Det) 
Call VECscale(Nvar,S,negone) 
Write(*,*) "Direction:" 
Call VECpr(Nvar,S) 
C estimate search distance in calculated direction 
scale = O.l*abs(lastob - ob)/VECdot(Nvar,S)**O.S 
If (2.0*tol .gt. scale) then 
scale = 2.0*tol 
Endif 
Write(*,*) "scale: ",scale 
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lastob = ob 
Call VECcp(Nvar,lasta,a) 
C minimize objective function in search direction 
Call Move(tol,scale,S) 
C output new position and test for convergence 
Write(*,*) "Search position:" 
Call VECpr(Nvar,a) 
Write(*,*) "value: ",ob 
Call ExitTest(lasta,lastob,D,index) 
Write(*,*) "index: ",index 
10 End Do 
If (iter .eq. Niter) Then 
errflag = 1 
Endif 
return 
end 
Subroutine ExitTest(lasta,lastob,D,index) 
C convergence test based on amount of change in objective 
C function, change in search position, and derivatives value 
integer Nvar 
double precision a(19),ob,lasta(19),lastob,D(19),index,dela(19) 
double precision VECdot 
cornmon/search/Nvar,ob,a 
Call VECsub(Nvar,dela,lasta,a) 
index = 0.5*abs(lastob-ob)/ob + 0.4*(VECdot(Nvar,dela))**0.5/Nvar 
& + 1.0E-3*VECdot(Nvar,D)**0.5/Nvar 
return 
end 
Subroutine Hessian(tol,Hess,Der) 
C numerical calculation of first and second derivatives 
integer Nvar,i,j 
double precision a(19),ob,objective,Hess(19,19),Der(19),tol 
double precision evals(19),evals2(19,19),deltas(19),aplus(19) 
cornmon/search/Nvar,ob,a 
Write(*,*) "Computing direction." 
Call VECcp(Nvar,deltas,a) 
Call VECscale(Nvar,deltas,tol**0.5) 
Do 10 i = 1,Nvar 
C make first deviation and evaluation for first derivative 
Call VECcp(Nvar,aplus,a) 
aplus(i) = aplus(i) + deltas (i) 
Write(*,*) " Component",i,"." 
evals(i) = objective(aplus) 
C make second deviation for second derivative 
aplus(i) = aplus(i) + deltas(i) 
Write(*,*)" Second of Component",i,"." 
evals2(i,i) = objective(aplus) 
C and so on for mixed second derivatives 
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Do 10 j = i+1 ,Nvar 
aplus(j-1) = aplus(j-1) - deltas (j-1) 
aplus(j) = aplus(j) + deltas(j) 
Write(*,*)" part",j," for Component",i,"." 
evals2(i,j) = objective(aplus) 
10 Continue 
C form derivatives from evaluations found and known deviations 
Do 20 i = 1,Nvar 
Hess(i,i) = (evals2(i,i) - 2*evals(i) + ob)/deltas(i) **2 
Der(i) = (evals(i) - ob)/deltas(i) 
Do 20 j = i+1 ,Nvar 
Hess(i,j) = (evals2(i,j) - evals(i) - evals(j) + ob)/ 
& (deltas(i)*deltas(j» 
Hess(j,i) = Hess(i,j) 
20 Continue 
return 
end 
Subroutine Move(tol,scale,S) 
C min~m~ze objective to tolerance tol in direction S multiplied 
C by scale for initial step size 
integer Nvar,i,maxi 
double precision a(19),ob,objective,tol,scale,S(19),two,half 
double precision delt(19),al(19),am(19),ah(19),a1(19),a2(19),svmax 
double precision obl,obm,obh,ob1,ob2,xl,xm,xh,xmin 
common/search/Nvar,ob,a 
save two, half 
DATA two,half/2.0,0.5/ 
Call VECcp(Nvar,delt,S) 
Call VECscale(Nvar,delt,scale) 
C bounding step, will be at least two evaluations 
i = 0 
Call VECcp(Nvar,al,a) 
obI = ob 
Call VECadd(Nvar,am,a,delt) 
Write(*,*) "Searching in computed direction." 
obm = objective(am) 
C may bound first and move back to get bounded minimum 
If (obm .ge. obI) then 
Do While (obm .ge. obI .and. i .It. 20) 
i = i+1 
Call VECcp(Nvar,ah,am) 
obh = obm 
Call VECscale(Nvar,delt,half) 
Call VECadd(Nvar,am,al,delt) 
Write(*,*) " cutting step",i,"." 
obm = objective(am) 
End Do 
C or may have to double step size and keep moving out 
Else 
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Call Shift(Nvar,ah,am,al,obh,obm,obl) 
Do While (obh .It. obm) 
i = i+1 
Call Shift(Nvar,al,am,ah,obl,obm,obh) 
Call VECscale(Nvar,delt,two) 
Call VECadd(Nvar,ah,am,delt) 
Write(*,*) .. bounding step .. ,i, ..... 
obh = objective(ah) 
End Do 
C and divide last step to choose interval divided in center 
Call VECscale(Nvar,delt,half) 
Call VECadd(Nvar,a1,am,delt) 
Write(*,*) "Splitting into equal halves." 
ob1 = objective(a1) 
If (obm .It. ob1) Then 
Call VECcp(Nvar,ah,a1) 
obh = ob1 
Else 
Call Shift(Nvar,al,am,al,obl,obm,ob1) 
Endif 
Endif 
C use interval halving to find minimum 
C note iteration limit in main loop condition here 
i = 0 
Do While «obh+obl-2.0*obm) .gt. tol .and. i .It. 15) 
i = i+1 
Write(*,*)" Search step",i,". (1)" 
Call VECscale(Nvar,delt,half) 
If (obh .gt. obI) then 
C if higher value on top try lower side first 
Call VECadd(Nvar,a1,al,delt) 
ob1 = objective(a1) 
If (ob1 .It. obm) Then 
Call Shift (Nvar,ah,am,a1,obh,obm,ob1) 
Else 
C but may need to evaluate center of upper side 
Call VECadd(Nvar,a2,am,delt) 
Write(*,*)" Search step",i,". (2)" 
ob2 = objective(a2) 
If (ob2 .It. obm) Then 
Call Shift(Nvar,al,am,a2,obl,obm,ob2) 
Else 
C and maybe take center quarters 
Call VECcp(Nvar,al,a1) 
Call VECcp(Nvar,ah,a2) 
obI ob1 
obh = ob2 
Endif 
Endif 
Else 
C similary when trying upper side first 
Call VECadd(Nvar,a2,am,delt) 
ob2 = objective(a2) 
If (ob2 .It. obm) Then 
Call Shift(Nvar,al,am,a2,obl,obm,ob2) 
Else 
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Call VECadd(Nvar,a1,al,delt) 
Write(*,*)" Search step",i,". (2)" 
ob1 = objective(a1) 
If (ob1 .It. obm) Then 
Call Shift(Nvar,ah,am,a1,obh,obm,ob1) 
Else 
Call VECcp(Nvar,al,a1) 
Call VECcp(Nvar,ah,a2) 
obI ob1 
obh = ob2 
Endif 
Endif 
Endif 
Write(*,*) " 
End Do 
Current value is",obm,"." 
Call VECcp(Nvar,a,am) 
ob = obm 
return 
end 
Subroutine Shift(Nvar,ato,amid,afrom,obto,obmid,obfrom) 
C rearrange variables during minimization routine move 
integer Nvar 
double precision ato(*),amid(*),afrom(*),obto,obmid,obfrom 
Call VECcp(Nvar,ato,amid) 
Call VECcp(Nvar,amid,afrom) 
obto = obmid 
obmid = obfrom 
return 
end 
e.2. Matrix Routines 
Subroutine VECpr(n,a) 
C print by 9's of (f12.7) from vector a 
C n - number of elements to print 
integer n,i 
double precision a(*) 
write(*,100) (a(i),i=l,n) 
100 format (9(f12.7» 
return 
end 
Subroutine VECcp(n,a,b) 
C copy vector b to a as in MAT A=B 
C n - number of elements to copy 
integer n,i 
double precision a(*),b(*) 
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do 10 i=l,n 
a (i) =b (i) 
10 continue 
return 
end 
Subroutine VECadd(n,c,a,b) 
C add vectors a and b, result c as in MAT C=A+B 
C n - number of elements to add 
integer n,i 
double precision a(*),b(*),c(*) 
do 10 i=l,n 
c(i) = a(i) + b(i) 
10 continue 
return 
end 
Subroutine VECsub(n,c,a,b) 
C subtract vector b from a, result.c as in MAT C=A-B 
C n - number of elements to subtract 
integer n,i 
double precision a(*),b(*),c(*) 
do 10 i=l,n 
c(i) = a(i) - b(i) 
10 continue 
return 
end 
Subroutine VECscale(n,a,scale) 
C multiply vector a by constant scale as in MAT A=scale*A 
C n - number of elements to multiply 
integer n,i,j 
double precision scale,a(*) 
do 10 i=l,n 
a(i) = scale*a(i) 
10 continue 
return 
end 
double prec~s~on Function VECdot(n,a) 
C dot a vector with itself as in vecdot = DOT(A,A) 
C n - number of elements used in vector 
integer n,i 
double precision a(*),sum 
sum = 0.0 
do 10 i=l,n 
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sum = sum + a(i)*a(i) 
10 continue 
VECdot sum 
return 
end 
Subroutine MATpr(dim,m,n,a) 
C print matrix a 
C dim - leading dimension of a 
C m,n - numbers of rows and columns to print, respectively 
integer dim,m,n,i,j 
double precision a(dim,*) 
do 10 i=l,m 
write(*,100) (a(i,j),j=l,n) 
100 format (9(f12.7» 
10 continue 
return 
end 
Subroutine MATidn(dim,n,a) 
C initialize identity matrix a, n by n as in MAT A=IDN(n) 
C dim - leading dimension of a 
integer dim,n,i,j 
double precision a(dim,dim) 
do 10 i=l,n 
do 20 j=1,i-1 
a(i,j)=O.O 
a(j,i)=O.O 
20 continue 
a(i,i)=1.0 
10 continue 
return 
end 
Subroutine MATadd(dim1,m,n,c,a,b) 
C add matrices a and b, result c as in MAT C=A+B 
C dim 1 - leading dimension of a, b, and c. 
C m,n - numbers of rows and columns to add, respectively 
integer dim1,m,n,i,j 
double precision a(dim1,*),b(dim1,*),c(dim1,*) 
do 10 i=l,m 
do 10 j=l,n 
c(i,j) a(i,j) + b(i,j) 
10 continue 
return 
end 
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Subroutine MATsub(dim1,m,n,c,a,b) 
C subtract matrix b from a, result c as in MAT C=A-B 
C dim1 - leading dimension of a, b, and c. 
C m,n - numbers of rows and columns to subtract, respectively 
integer dim1,m,n,i,j 
double precision a(dim1,*),b(dim1,*),c(dim1,*) 
do 10 i=1,m 
do 10 j=1,n 
c(i,j) a(i,j) - b(i,j) 
10 continue 
return 
end 
Subroutine MATscale(dim1,m,n,a,scale) 
C multiply matrix a by a constant scale as in MAT A=scale*A 
C dim1 - leading dimension of a 
D m,n - numbers of rows and columns to multiply, respectively 
integer dim1,m,n,i,j 
double precision a(dim1,*),scale 
do 10 i=1,m 
do 10 j=1,n 
a(i,j)= scale*a(i,j) 
10 continue 
return 
end 
Subroutine MATtrn(dimi,dimj,tran,a) 
C transpose matrix a, result in tran 
C a is dimi by dimj, tran is dimj by dimi 
integer dimi,dimj,i,j 
double precision a(dimi,*),tran(dimj,*) 
do 10 i=1,dimi 
do 10 j=1,dimj 
tran(j,i)=a(i,j) 
10 continue 
return 
end 
Subroutine MATmlt (dima,dimb,dimc,i,k, j,c,a,b) 
C multiply matrix a on right by b, result in c as in MAT C=A*B 
C dima, dimb, dimc - leading dimensions of a, b, and c, respectively 
C i, k, j - multiply i by k of a with k by j of b to get i by j in c 
integer dima,dimb,dimc,i,k,j,ii,jj,kk 
double precision a(dima,*),b(dimb,*),c(dimc,*),sum 
do 10 ii = 1, i 
do 10 jj = 1,j 
sum = 0.0 
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do 20 kk = 1,k 
sum = sum + a(ii,kk)*b(kk,jj) 
20 continue 
c(ii,jj) = sum 
10 continue 
return 
end 
Subroutine MATmVEC(dima,i,k,c,a,b) 
C multiply matrix a on right by vector b, result c as in MAT C=A*B 
C dima - leading dimension of a 
C i,k - use i by k of a with k of b to give i of c 
integer dima,i,k,ii,kk 
double precision c(*),a(dima,*),b(*),sum 
do 10 ii=1,i 
sum = 0.0 
do 20 kk=l,k 
sum = sum + a(ii,kk)*b(kk) 
20 continue 
c(ii) = sum 
10 continue 
return 
end 
C .3. Linear System Solver Guide 
C *** 
C *** 
C *** 
C *** 
C *** 
C *** 
C *** 
C *** 
SUBROUTINE LINSYS(NDIM,N,A,B,ABT,AVCTR,ANV,XX,DET) 
GAUSS JORDAN LINEAR EQUATION SOLUTION AND MATRIXINVERSION 
(USING SCALED COLUMN PIVOTING) 
NDIM=ARRAY DIMENSION, N=MATRIX ORDER, A=N X N MATRIX, 
B=GIVEN VECTOR, AVCTR=ABT=PARAMETER(TYPICALLY 1.0E-06), 
ANV=INVERSE OF A, X=SOLUTION VECTOR, 
abs(DET)=abs(DETERMINANT OF SCALED A),-1<=DET=>1 
integer NDIM,N 
double precision ABT,AVCTR,DET 
integer LR(SO),LC(SO) 
double precision A(NDIM,NDIM),ANV(NDIM,NDIM),B(NDIM),XX(NDIM) 
double precision D(SO,SO),SC(SO) 
integer J,K,L,KSING,NN,KC,KR,KK,KKD,JPV,KPV,JW,KW,Ll,L2,LL 
integer I,LRS,LCS,LD 
double precision S,AMX,TMI,TM2 
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APPENDIX D EXAMPLES OF OBJECTIVE MODULES 
Both the steady state and transient models are easily adapted to the search routine. 
The main tasks in that adaptation are providing data input and choosing an objective 
function that well represents the accuracy of the model. Examples of these functions are 
shown below. 
D .1. Steady State Objective Function 
double precision Function objective(a) 
C University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
C Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering 
C ACRC Project 09 
C 
C January, 1993, by Joel VanderZee from my program 
C in TrueBASIC. This program reads in condenser data 
C input values and solves nine equations for outputs. 
C 
C This program must be linked with refrigerant property routines. 
C See also parameters and file names coded below. 
C PARM holds b, c, B, and K to be adjusted for good model 
C OATS holds data from file "SScond.in" (English units) 
C these are: caflo, cati, cato, crti, crpi, crto, crpo, win, tflow 
C PASS holds one data line at a time for calls to solving routine 
C soln is dependent variables: Tg,Tf,Pout,Tout,Fsh,Fc,Ta-sh,Ta-c,Ta-sc 
C Note current limit of 200 data points in data set because of 
C declared size of OATS. 
integer readflag,numdata,I,J 
double precision a(8),sum,oilc 
double precision PARM(8),DATS(200,9),PASS(9),soln(9),Hair 
double precision deIHa,Hin,Hout,deIHr,pred,tsatout,xx,xxx 
double precision subc,errT,deIP,errP,avgdeIH,hundred,negone 
common /main/PARM 
save readflag,numdata,DATS,hundred,negone 
DATA readflag, hundred, negone/O, 100.0,-1.0/ 
Call VECcp(8,PARM,a) 
C Read input on first call, but save for subsequent calls to 
C this objective function. Also initialize property routines 
C one time only. 
If (readflag .eq. 0) then 
Call readfile(DATS,PASS,numdata) 
oilc = 0.03 
Call init(oilc) 
readflag = 1 
End if 
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sum = 0.0 
do 30 I=l,numdata 
do 40 J=1,9 
PASS(J) = DATS(I,J) 
40 continue 
C Run steady state model routines as in stand-alone model. 
CALL Solver(PASS,soln,I) 
C Test model accuracy and form objective function. 
Call Mixptq(DATS(I,S),DATS(I,4),hundred,xx,Hin,xxx) 
Call Mixptq(DATS(I,7),DATS(I,6),negone,xx,Hout,xxx) 
delHr = (Hin - Hout)*DATS(I,9) 
C Note that predicted heat transfer is exactly equal for air 
C and refrigerant sides; not important that air side used below. 
pred = (Hair(PASS(3),DATS(I,8»-Hair(DATS(I,2), 
& DATS(I,8»)*DATS(I,1) 
errP = PASS(7)-DATS(I,7) 
sum = sum+0.1*(100*(pred-delHr)/delHr) **2 
sum = sum+0.9*errP**2 
30 continue 
objective = (sum/numdata)**0.5 
return 
END 
Subroutine readfile(DATS,PASS,numdata) 
C This routine reads condenser test measurements from the file 
C "SScond.in" for model input and output error determination. 
C caflo, cati, cato, crti, crpi, crto, crpo, win, tflow 
integer numdata,I,J 
double precision DATS(200,9),PASS(9) 
character*180 alph 
OPEN (12, file="SScond.in", status="old") 
read(12,*) numdata 
read(12,99) alph 
99 format (a) 
if (numdata .gt. 200) then 
write(*,100) 200 
100 format (" Configured to allow only up to",i4," 
& sets in a file.") 
write(*,*) "Please split data and try again." 
stop 
end if 
do 10 I=l,numdata 
read(12,*) PASS 
do 10 J=1,9 
DATS(I,J) = PASS(J) 
10 continue 
CLOSE (12) 
return 
end 
[routines Solver, resids, fillf, and initsoln same as in model] 
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D.2. Transient Air Temperature Objective Function 
double precision Function objective(a) 
integer readflag,numdata,i 
double prec1s10n a(3),DATS(350,9),SSmod(350,6),Mass(350) 
double precision pred(350),tau,sum 
save readflag,numdata,DATS,SSmod,Mass 
DATA readflag/O/ 
C Input data first time only; save for subsequent calls. 
If (readflag .eq. 0) then 
Call readfile(numdata,DATS,SSmod,Mass) 
readflag = 1 
End if 
C Assume steady state initial condition. 
pred(l) = SSmod(1,4) 
C and generate predicted values by output forcing function method. 
Do 10 i = l,numdata-l 
tau = a(I)*(l.O + a(2)*Mass(i»*(a(3)/DATS(i,I)**0.67 + 
& 1.0/DATS(i,9)**0.8) 
pred(i+l) = pred(i) + (SSmod(i+l,4) - pred(i»*(l -
& exp(-2/tau» 
10 Continue 
C Objective is root mean square error. 
sum = 0 
Do 20 i = l,numdata 
sum = sum + (pred(i) - SSmod(i,1»**2 
20 Continue 
objective = (sum/numdata)**0.5 
return 
end 
Subroutine readfile(numdata,DATS,SSmod,Mass) 
C Input data for transient objective function. 
integer numdata,i,j,num 
double precision DATS(350,9),SSmod(350,6),Mass(350) 
double precision rdln(9),rdln2(6) 
character*180 alph 
C Input the measured inputs for model. 
Open (Unit=12, file="TRcond.in", status="old") 
Read(12,*) numdata 
Read(12,99) alph 
99 format (a) 
if (numdata .gt. 350) then 
write(*,lOO) 350 
100 format (" Configured to allow only up to",i4," 
& sets in a file.") 
write(*,*) "Please split data and try again." 
stop 
end if 
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do 10 i=l,numdata 
read(12,*) rdln 
do 10 j=1,9 
DATS(i,j) = rdln(j) 
10 continue 
Close (12) 
C Input the steady state forcing function values. 
Open (Unit=12, file=nTRcond.pred", status="old") 
Read(12,*) num 
If (num .ne. numdata) then 
Write(*,*) "Different number of points in TRcond.pred." 
stop 
End if 
Read(12,99) alph 
Do 20 i=l,numdata 
Read (12,*) rdln2 
Do 20 j=1,6 
SSmod(i,j) = rdln2(j) 
20 Continue 
Close (12) 
C Input refrigerant mass estimates for time constant function. 
Open (Unit=12, file="TRmass.out", status="old") 
Read(12,*) num 
If (num .ne. numdata) then 
Write(*,*) "Different number of points in TRmass.out." 
stop 
End if 
Read(12,99) alph 
Do 30 i=l,numdata 
Read (12,*) Mass (i) 
30 Continue 
Close (12) 
return 
end 
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APPENDIX E STEADY STATE CONDENSER MODEL 
The model itself is a Newton-Raphson solution of the nine equations for the three 
condenser zones. The subroutine "Solver" implements the Newton-Raphson method, and 
the subroutine "resids" evaluates the nine equations. The program to estimate refrigerant 
mass based on the zone lengths is also shown. 
E.I. Steady State Equation Solution 
%include "LINSYS.inc" 
%include "matrix. inc" 
program SSmodel 
C University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
C Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering 
C ACRC Project 09 
C 
C January, 1993, by Joel VanderZee from my program 
C in TrueBASIC. This program reads in condenser data 
C input values and solves nine equations for outputs. 
C 
C This program must be linked with refrigerant property routines. 
C See also parameters and file names coded below. 
C PARM holds b, c, B, and K to be adjusted for good model 
C PASS holds one data line at a time for calls to solving routine 
C these are: caflo, cati, cato, crti, crpi, crto, crpo, win, tflow 
C soln is dependent variables: Tg,Tf,Pout,Tout,Fsh,Fc,Ta-sh,Ta-c,Ta-sc 
integer numdata,I,J 
double prec~s~on PARM(8),PASS(9),soln(9),TAout,Hair,oilc 
double precision delHa,Hin,Hout,delHr,pred,tsatout,xx,xxx 
double precision subc,errT,delP,errP,hundred,negone 
character*180 alph 
common /main/PARM 
save hundred,negone 
DATA hundred,negone/100.0,-1.0/ 
C Must call in it for property routines; 3% oil concentration. 
oilc = 0.03 
CALL init(oilc) 
C Input model parameters, UA and FL 
write(*,*) "Reading parameters." 
Open (Unit=l, File="SSparm", status="old") 
read(l,*) (PARM(I),I=1,8) 
Close (1) 
write(*,*) PARM 
C Input data, condenser input conditions to solve. 
OPEN (10, file="SScond.in", status="old") 
read(10,*) numdata 
read(10,99) alph 
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99 format (a) 
C Open output files and write labels to them. 
OPEN (11, file="SScond.out", status="new") 
write(ll,*) numdata 
write(ll,*) " Tao_act, To_act, Po_act, Tao_mod, To_mod, Po mod" 
OPEN (12, file="SSaccuracy", status="new") 
write(12,*) numdata 
write(12,*) "Qair(kBTU/hr), Qref, Qcalc, subcooling, error(F),", 
& " deltaP, error(psi)" 
OPEN (13, file="SSmass.in", status="new") 
write(13,*) numdata 
write(13,*) "Tg, Tf, Fsh, Fc" 
C Loop and solve each data point. 
do 10 I=l,numdata 
read(10,*) PASS 
write(*,105) I 
105 format ("Running data line ",i3,".") 
CALL Solver(PASS,soln) 
TAout = soln(5)*soln(7) + soln(6)*soln(8) 
& + (1-soln(5)-soln(6»*soln(9) 
C writing output for each point as solved. 
write(11,110) PASS(3),PASS(6),PASS(7), 
& TAout,soln(4),soln(3) 
110 format (7 (flO. 5,",") ) 
write(13,115) soln(1),soln(2),soln(5),soln(6) 
115 format (4(f12.7,","» 
delHa = (Hair(PASS(3),PASS(8»-Hair(PASS(2), 
& PASS(8»)*PASS(1) 
Call Mixptq(PASS(5),PASS(4),hundred,xx,Hin,xxx) 
Call Mixptq(PASS(7),PASS(6),negone,xx,Hout,xxx) 
delHr = (Hin - Hout)*PASS(9) 
pred = (Hair(TAout,PASS(8»-Hair(PASS(2), 
& PASS(8»)*PASS(1) 
call Fsatp(PASS(7),tsatout,xx,xxx) 
subc = tsatout-PASS(6) 
call Fsatp(soln(3),tsatout,xx,xxx) 
errT tsatout-soln(4)-subc 
delP = PASS(5)-PASS(7) 
errP = soln(3)-PASS(7) 
write(12,110) delHa/1000,delHr/1000,pred/1000,subc,errT,delP, 
& -l*errP 
10 continue 
write (11, *) 
CLOSE (10) 
CLOSE (11) 
CLOSE (12) 
CLOSE (13) 
write(*,*) ""G Have a Nice Day. " 
stop 
END 
Subroutine Solver(PASS,soln) 
C f is for partial derivatives, adjust for amount of variable change 
C res holds residuals 
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C This does Newton-Raphson solution using LINSYS matrix inversion 
integer iter,i,tag 
double precision PASS(9),soln(9),Scale,Det,intsol(9),indx 
double precision f(9,9),invf(9,9),adjust(9),res(9) 
character*l keyx$ 
Scale = 1. 0 
Call Initsoln(intsol,PASS) 
Call VECcp(9,soln,intsol) 
CALL resids(PASS,soln,res) 
iter = 0 
indx = 1 
DO 10 while (indx .gt. 1E-OS .and. iter .It.39) 
iter = iter + 1 
CALL fillf(PASS,soln,res,f) 
Call LINSYS(9,9,f,res,lD-6,lD-6,invf,adjust,Det) 
Call VECscale(9,adjust,Scale) 
Call VECsub(9,soln,soln,adjust) 
do 20 i=1,9 
tag = 0 
If (soln(i) .le. 0.0) then 
soln(i) = O.S*intsol(i) 
tag = tag + 1 
End if 
20 continue 
& 
If (tag .eq. 0) then 
If (Scale .It. 0.95) then 
Scale = Scale ** 0.4 
End if 
Else 
Scale = Scale * 0.9**tag 
End if 
CALL resids(PASS,soln,res) 
indx = (VECdot(9,res)/9)**O.5 
write(*,*) tag," residuals index =",indx 
IF (iter .gt. 9 .and. indx .gt.-1E-OS) then 
write(*,*) soln 
IF (int(iter/10)+0.0 .eq. (iter/10.0» then 
write(*,*) "AGAGAG" 
write(*,*) "Enter Newton-Raphson scaling factor: 
"(currently",Scale,")" 
read(*,*) Scale 
If (Scale .le. 0.0 .or. Scale .gt. 2.0) then 
Scale = 1. 0 
End if 
" , 
write(*,*) "Restart from initial guesses? (y or n)" 
read(*,9S) keyx$ 
9S format (a) 
If (keyx$ .eq. "y" .or. keyx$ .eq. tty,,) then 
Call VECcp(9,soln,intsol) 
write(*,*) soln 
CALL resids(PASS,soln,res) 
End if 
END IF 
END IF 
10 continue 
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return 
End 
Subroutine resids(PASS,soln,res) 
double precision PASS(9),soln(9),res(9) 
double precision PARM(8),Hair 
double 
double 
double 
double 
precision 
precision 
precision 
precision 
K,D,A,m,Wa,HumRat,rhoin,rhoout 
Tin,Tout,Pin,pout,Hin,Hout,Tain,Taout,Hain,Haout 
Tbar,Tabar,UA,FL,xxx,Q,Qa,Qcalc,DP,DPcalc 
fraction,UA1,UA2,FL1,FL2,DP1,DP2 
double precision hundred, unity, zero, negone,pi, third 
common /main/PARM 
K = 1.66546E-ll 
C this above to convert Ibm-ft/ft~2-hr~2 to psi 
hundred = 100.0 
unity = 1. 0 
zero = 0.0 
negone = -1.0 
pi = 3.141592653589793 
third = 1.0/3.0 
D 0.02083 
A pi*D**2/4 
m PASS(9) 
Wa = PASS(1) 
Tain = PASS(2) 
HumRat = PASS(8) 
Hain = Hair(Tain,HurnRat) 
fraction = soln(5) 
Pin = PASS (5) 
Tin = PASS(4) 
Tout = soln(1) 
Call Mixptq(Pin,Tin,hundred,rhoin,Hin,xxx) 
Pout = 0 
Call Mixptq(Pout,Tout,unity,rhoout,Hout,xxx) 
Taout = soln(7) 
Haout = Hair(Taout,HurnRat) 
Q = m*(Hin - Hout) 
Qa = Wa*(Haout - Hain)*fraction 
res(l) = (Q - Qa)/1000 
UA = 2/(PARM(4)/Wa**0.67 + PARM(1)/(m/2.0)**0.8) 
Tabar = (Tain + Taout)/2 
Tbar = (Tin + Tout)/2 
Qcalc = (Tbar - Tabar)*fraction*UA 
res(2) = (Q - Qcalc)/1000 
DP Pin + K*(m/2)**2/(A**2 * rhoin) - Pout - K*(m/2)**2/(A**2 
& * rhoout) 
FL PARM(8) + PARM(5)/(m/2)**0.25 
DPcalc (K*(m/2)**2/(A**2 * 2*rhoin» * (fraction/D) * FL 
res(3) = DP - DPcalc 
fraction soln(6) 
Tin = Tout 
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Pin = Pout 
Hin = Hout 
rho in = rhoout 
Tout = soln(2) 
Pout = 0 
Call Mixptq(Pout,Tout,zero,rhoout,Hout,xxx) 
Taout = soln(8) 
Haout = Hair(Taout,HumRat) 
o = m*(Hin - Hout) 
Oa = Wa*(Haout - Hain)*fraction 
res(4) = (0 - Oa)/lOOO 
UAl = 2/(PARM(4)/Wa**O.67 + PARM(2)/(m/2.0)**O.8) 
UA2 = 1/(PARM(4)/Wa**O.67 + PARM(2)/m**O.8) 
Tabar = (Tain + Taout)/2 
Tbar = (Tin + Tout)/2 
Ocalc = (Tbar - Tabar)*«third - soln(5»*UAl + (fraction -
& third + soln(5»*UA2) 
res(5) = (0 - Ocalc)/lOOO 
DP = Pin + K*(m/2)**2/(A**2 * rhein) - Pout - K*m**2/ 
& (A**2 * rhoout) 
FLl PARM(8) + PARM(6)/(m/2)**O.25 
FL2 PARM(8) + PARM(6)/m**O.25 
DPl (K*(m/2)**2/(A**2 * 2*rhQin» * «third - soln(5»/D) * FLl 
DP2 (K*m**2/(A**2 * 2*rhoin» * «fraction - third + soln(5»/D) 
& * FL2 
res (6) DP - DPl - DP2 
fraction 1 - soln(5) - soln(6) 
Tin Tout 
Pin = Pout 
Hin = Hout 
rhoin = rho out 
Pout = soln(3) 
Tout = soln(4) 
Call Mixptq(Pout,Tout,negone,rhoout,Hout,xxx) 
Taout = soln(9) 
Haout = Hair(Taout,HumRat) 
o = m*(Hin - Hout) 
Oa = Wa*(Haout - Hain)*fraction 
res(7) = (0 - Oa)/lOOO 
UA = 1/(PARM(4)/Wa**O.67 + PARM(3)/m**O.8) 
Tabar = (Tain + Taout)/2· 
Tbar = (Tin + Tout)/2 
Ocalc = (Tbar - Tabar)*fraction*UA 
res(8) = (0 - Ocalc)/lOOO 
DP = Pin + K*m**2/(A**2 * rhoin) - Pout - K*m**2/(A**2 * rhoout) 
FL = PARM(7)/m**O.25 
DPcalc (K*m**2/(A**2 * 2*rhoin» * (fraction/D) * FL 
res(9) = DP - DPcalc 
return 
End 
Subroutine fillf(PASS,soln,res,f) 
integer I,J 
double precision PASS(9),soln(9),res(9),f(9,9),step(9),stres(9) 
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do 10 1=1,9 
call VECcp(9,step,soln) 
step(1) = 1.01*step(1) 
CALL resids(PASS,step,stres) 
do 20 J=1,9 
f(J,1) = (stres(J) - res(J»/(O.Ol*soln(I» 
20 continue 
10 continue 
return 
End 
Subroutine 1nitsoln(soln,PASS) 
double precision soln(9),PASS(9) 
C soln holds these dependent variables: Tg,Tf,Pout,Tout,Fsh,Fc,Ta-sh,Ta-
c,Ta-sc 
C PASS holds data from file "SScond.in" (English units) 
C these are: caflo, cati, cato, crti, crpi, crto, crpo, win, tflow 
soln(l) = PASS(4) - 20 
If (soln(l) .gt. 205) then 
soln(l) = 205 
End if 
soln(2) 
soln(3) 
soln (4) 
soln(5) 
soln (6) 
soln (7) 
soln (8) 
soln (9) 
return 
end 
soln (1) 
PASS (5) 
PASS (2) 
0.1 
0.8 
PASS (2) 
soln(7) 
soln(7) 
- 2 
- 5 
+ 25 
+ 30 
- 5 
- 10 
E. 2. Steady State Refrigerant Mass Estimation 
program TRmass 
integer numdata,i 
double precision datin(4),Psat,dummy,rhov,rhol,oilc 
double precision area,length,Volume,alpha,Volsh,Volcond,mass 
character*180 a$ 
oilc = 0.03 
Call init(oilc) 
Open (Unit=l, File="TRmass.in", status="old") 
Read(l,*) numdata 
Read(1,99) a$ 
99 format (a) 
Open (Unit=2, File="TRmass.out", status="new") 
Write(2,*) numdata 
Write(2,*) "Mass estimates for transient model." 
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Write(*,*) "Going to",numdata,"." 
area = 5.9756e-4 
length = 47.375 
Volume = area*(4.0/3.0)*length 
C cubic feet, dia 0.331" internal, length 47.375 ft 
C total tube length 63.16667 feet because first third is double 
Do 10 i=l,numdata 
Read(l,*) datin 
if (int(i/50.0)+0.0 .eq. i/50.0) then 
write(*,*)" Up to line: ",i 
end if 
If (datin(3) .gt. 0.33) then 
Write(*,*) "WARNING: First fraction is", datin(3), 
& " (> 1/3) in line",i,"." 
End if 
If (datin(3) + datin(4) .gt. 0.99) then 
Write(*,*) "WARNING: Last fraction is", 
& (1 - datin(3) - datin(4»," in line",i,"." 
End if 
Call Fsatt(datin(l),Psat,dummy,rhov) 
Call VoidFrac(Psat,alpha) 
Call Fsatt(datin(2),Psat,rhol,dummy) 
Volsh = length*area*2*datin(3) 
Volcond = length*area*(1.0/3.0 - datin(3) + datin(4» 
mass = rhov*Volsh + rhol*(Volume - Volsh) + 
& alpha*(rhov-rhol)*Volcond 
Write (2, 100) mass 
100 format (f10.7) 
10 Continue 
Close (1) 
Close (2) 
stop 
end 
Subroutine VoidFrac(Psat,alpha) 
double precision Psat,alpha 
C linear fit for pressures between 160 and 400 psi of R-134a 
C from zivi equation calculation with linear quality variation 
C correlation R = 0.99961 for hundred sections 
C Psat in psi 
alpha = 0.85127 - 0.00047716*Psat 
return 
end 
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APPENDIX F STEADY STATE SYSTEM MODEL 
The following subroutine calculates the residual equations for the steady state 
system model. Each component is identified by comments. The condenser model has been 
reduced to seven equations; two energy balance equations are converted from residual 
equations to calculate the zone length fractions. The other component models have been 
similarly complicated to improve the convergence of the system model in the Newton-
Raphson solution. 
C University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
C Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering 
C ACRC Project 09 
C 
C 1993 by Joel VanderZee 
C 
C This routine must be linked with refrigerant property routines. 
Subroutine sysresid(input,out,resids) 
double precision hundred,unity,zero,negone,pi,Hair,third 
double precision input(10),out(16),resids(16) 
C** accumulator and acc.-comp. ref. line 
double precision ac1,ac2,aR(2) 
double precision Pdrop,arpo,atsat,arh 
C** compressor 
double precision kparm(8),kR(1),ktsat 
double precision krpi,krhi,hrpo,rpm,kTamb,mr,power,krho 
double precision krsi,krri,krhos,krros,krti 
double precision Vdisp,Kcl,ClearEff,Vdot_S,VolEff,Vdot 
double precision workc,workcs,IsenEff,kQ,krdh,xx,yy,zz 
C** comp.-cond. ref. line 
double precision krpo 
double precision crpi,krro,kcdp 
C** condenser 
double precision cparm(9),cR(7),calcpo 
double precision cK,D,A,m,cMa,cHumRat 
double precision crti,crhi,crdi,crp1,crtl,crh1,crd1 
double precision crp2,crt2,crh2,crd2,crpo,crto,crho,crdo 
double precision cati,cato_sh,cato_c,cato_sc 
double precision cahi,caho_sh,caho_c,caho_sc 
double precision Tbar,Tabar,UA,FF,Q,Qa,Qcalc,DP,DPcalc 
double precision shfrac,cfrac,scfrac,UA1,UA2,FF1,FF2,DP1,DP2 
C** expansion valve 
double precision xp1,xp2,xdrop,xR(1) 
C** evaporator 
double precision eparm(10),eR(S) 
double precision pamb,Rflow,Eaflow,Erpi,Erhi,Eawi,Eati 
double precision Erpo,Tsur,Qad,Qaw,hab,Erho,Eawo 
double precision fd,rr,rm,rad,raw 
double precision Erti,Erto,Eahi,Eaho,Erdi,Erdo,Erxi 
double precision hasurw,hasurd,wasurw,wasurd 
hundred = 100.0 
unity = 1.0 
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zero = 0.0 
negone = -1. 0 
pi = 3.141592653589793 
third = 1. 0/3.0 
C** compressor 
kTamb = input(8) 
rpm = input (9) 
krpi == out(2) 
Call Fsatp(krpi,ktsat,xx,yy) 
krti ktsat + out(1) 
krpo = out (3) 
krho = out(4) 
xx == hundred 
Call Mixptq(krpi,krti,xx,krri,krhi,krsi) 
C ref. density (lb/ft"'3) 
C suction entropy (Btu/lb-R) 
C for mass flow rate: 
kparm(1) 0.2009767 
kparm(2) -1.183723e-4 
C (rpm"'-1) 
kparm(8) 0.4496402 
C (lb/ft"'3) 
C for isen. eff.: 
kparm(3) 0.4093637 
kparm(4) -1.008538e-4 
C (rpm"'-1) 
kparm(5) 0.2772446 
C (lb/ft"'3) 
C for heat loss: 
kparm(6) = 26.74 
C (Btu/rpm-hr) 
kparm(7) 15.32 
C (Btu/hr-F) 
C Vcl = 0.243 
C clearance vol (in. A 3) 
Vdisp = 10.37 
C displacement (in."'3) 
C Kcl = Vcl/Vdisp 
Kcl = 0.243/10.37 
C clearance fraction 
Call Mixsp(krsi,krpo,xx,krhos,krros,yy) 
C discharge enth. at const. ent. (BTU/lb) 
C discharge density at const. ent. (lb/ft"'3) 
ClearEff = 1 - Kcl*(krros/krri - 1) 
C clearance volume eff. 
Vdot_S = ClearEff*rpm*Vdisp/1728 
C isen. volume flow rate (cfm) 
VolEff = kparm(1) + kparm(2) * rpm + kparm(8)/krri 
C isen. volume eff. 
C NOTE! Called this "effrat" in analyzer!! 
C It is NOT the SAME as the "voleff" there!! 
Vdot = VolEff*Vdot S 
C suction ref. volumetric flow rate (cfm) 
C kR(l) = mr - Vdot*60*krri 
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mr = Vdot*60*krri 
C ref. mass flow rate (lbm/hr) 
workcs = krhos - krhi 
C isen. work (BTU/lb) 
IsenEff = kparm(3) + kparm(4) * rpm + kparm(5)/krri 
C isen. eff. 
workc = workcs/lsenEff 
C actual work compo 
C kR(2) = (power - mr*workc)/12000 
power = mr*workc 
C required compo power (divide by 12,000 to norm.) 
kQ = kparm(6)*rpm**0.5 + kparm(7) * (kTamb-krti) 
C heat loss 
krdh = (power - kQ)/mr 
C enth. rise 
kR(1) = krho - (krdh + krhi) 
C compo discharge ref. enth. 
C** comp.-cond. ref. line 
kcdp = 6.285674e-4 
C empirical pressure drop coefficient (hrA 2-ft A 3-psi/lbA 3) 
crhi = krho 
C no heat transfer 
Call Mixhp(krho,krpo,xx,yy,krro,zz) 
crpi = krpo - kcdp*(mr**2)/krro 
C pressure drop 
C** condenser 
C for heat transfer: 
cparm(1) = 0.1632045994812011 
cparm(2) = 5.2751165442019870E-02 
cparm(3) = 0.2198721449019462 
C (ft A 2-F-hr-lbA O.8/BTU-hr A O.8) 
cparm(4) = 0.2831501216515262 
C (ft A 2-F-hr-lb A O. 67/BTU-hr A O. 67) 
C for pressure drop: 
cparm(5) 2.914678168647671 
cparm(6) = 0.4834631486447542 
cparm(7) = -0.7516406390569577 
C (lbA O.25/hrA O.25) 
cparm(8) = 8.2052033840200130E-02 
C (-) 
CK = 1.66546E-ll 
C this above to convert Ibm-ft/ft A 2-hr A 2 to psi 
D 0.02083 
C (ft) 
A pi*D**2/4 
C (ft A 2) 
m = mr 
cMa = input(2) 
cati = input (3) 
cato_sh = out (7) 
cato_c = out(8) 
cato sc = out(9) 
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cHumRat = input(4) 
cahi = Hair(cati,cHumRat) 
caho sh = Hair(cato sh,cHumRat) 
caho-c = Hair(cato c,cHumRat) 
caho-sc = Hair(cato sc,cHumRat) 
Call-Mixhp(crhi,crpI,crti,xx,crdi,yy) 
crpl = crpi - out(lO) 
crp2 = crpi - out(ll) 
crtl = 0 
Call Mixptq(crpl,crtl,unity,crdl,crhl,xx) 
crt2 = 0 
Call Mixptq(crp2,crt2,zero,crd2,crh2,xx) 
crpo = crpi - out(l2) 
crto = crt2 - out(l3) 
xx = negone 
Call Mixptq(crpo,crto,xx,crdo,crho,yy) 
o = m*(crhi - crhl) 
UA = 2/(cparm(4)/cMa**O.67 + cparm(l)/(m/2.0)**O.8) 
shfrac = 0 / (UA*«crti + crtl) - (cati + cato_sh»/2) 
Oa = cMa*(caho sh - cahi)*shfrac 
cR(l) = (0 - oa)/lOOO 
DP crpi + cK*(m/2)**2/(A**2.* crdi) - crpl - cK*(m/2)**2/(A**2 
& * crdl) 
FF cparm(8) + cparm(5)/(m/2)**O.25 
DPcalc = (cK*(m/2)**2/(A**2 * 2*crdi» * (shfrac/D) * FF 
cR(2) = DP - DPcalc 
o = m*(crhl - crh2) 
UAl 2/(cparm(4)/cMa**O.67 + cparm(2)/(m/2.0)**O.8) 
UA2 l/(cparm(4)/cMa**O.67 + cparm(2)/m**O.8) 
cfrac = (0 / «(crtl + crt2) - (cati + cato c»/2) -
& (third - shfrac)*UAl)/UA2 + third - shfrac 
Oa = cMa*(caho c - cahi)*cfrac 
cR(3) = (0 - oa)/lOOO 
DP = crpl + cK*(m/2)**2/(A**2 * crdl) - crp2 - cK*m**2/ 
& (A**2 * crd2) 
FFl cparm(8) + cparm(6)/(m/2)**O.25 
FF2 cparm(8) + cparm(6)/m**O.25 
DPl (cK*(m/2)**2/(A**2 * 2*crdl» * «third - shfrac)/D) * FFl 
DP2 (cK*m**2/(A**2 * 2*crdl» * «cfrac - third + shfrac)/D) * 
& FF2 
cR(4) = DP - DPl - DP2 
calcpo = crpi - DPcalc - DPl - DP2 
o = m*(crh2 - crho) 
scfrac = 1 - shfrac - cfrac 
Oa = cMa*(caho sc - cahi)*scfrac 
cR(5) = (0 - oa)/lOOO 
UA = 1/(cparm(4)/cMa**O.67 + cparm(3)/m**O.8) 
Ocalc = scfrac*UA*«crt2 + crto) - (cati + cato_sc»/2 
cR(6) = (0 - Ocalc)/lOOO 
DP = crp2 + cK*m**2/(A**2 * crd2) - crpo - cK*m**2/(A**2 * crdo) 
FF = cparm(7)/m**O.25 
DPcalc = (cK*m**2/(A**2 * 2*crd2» * (scfrac/D) * FF 
cR(7) = DP - DPcalc 
calcpo = calcpo - DPcalc 
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C** accumulator and acc.-comp. ref. line 
Erho "" krhi 
Erpo "" krpi + out(14) 
C evaporator ref. pressure out 
Call Mixhp(Erho,Erpo,Erto,xx,Erdo,yy) 
arpo = (Erpo + krpi)/2 
atsat = zero 
Call Mixptq(arpo,atsat,unity,xx,arh,yy) 
ac1 7.934e-5 
ac2 0.002621 
Pdrop = «ac1 + ac2/(mr/(Erdo+krri»**1.2) * mr**2)/ 
& (Erdo+krri) 
aR(l) 
aR(2) 
Pdrop - (Erpo - krpi) 
arh - Erho 
C** evaporator 
{Empirical Parameters} 
eparm(l) 6.827159 
eparm(2) 17.4617806 
eparm(3) 14.2347895 
eparm(4) 1.2538474 
eparm(5) 0.9397954 
eparm( 6) 0.8186460 
eparm(7) 0.9220678 
eparm(8) 0.5342494 
eparm(9) 1.38431e-5 
eparm(10) "" 9.7207e-4 
pamb = input(l) 
C ambient pressure 
Rflow = mr· 
C refrigerant flow 
Eaflow"" input(5) 
C air flow 
Eati input (6) 
C evaporator air temperature 
Eawi input (7) 
in 
C evaporator air humidity ratio 
Erpi = Erpo + out(5) 
C evaporator ref. pressure in 
hab = out (16) 
in 
C air enthalpy at border of wet/dry 
Eawo "" out(6) 
C evaporator air humidity ratio out 
Erhi "" crho 
C evaporator ref. enthalpy in 
Q = Rflow*(Erho-Erhi) 
C evaporator heat transfer 
CALL Mixhp(Erhi,Erpi,Erti,xx,Erdi,Erxi) 
Tsur = (Erto + Erti)/2 + out(15) 
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C coil surface temperature 
Eahi = Hair(Eati,Eawi) 
C solves for air enthalpy given temperature and humidity ratio 
Eaho = Eahi - Q/Eaflow 
C evaporator air enthalpy out from energy balance 
CALL Moisth(pamb,hundred,Tsur,hasurw,wasurw) 
C surface enthalpy and humidity ratio wet 
If (Eawi .It. wasurw) then 
wasurd Eawi 
Else 
wasurd 
Endif 
wasurw 
hasurd = Hair(Tsur,wasurd) 
C surface enthalpy dry 
fd=(abs(wasurd/Eawi»**eparm(4) 
C fraction of the dry evap 
rr = eparm(l) *le-3/(Erxi**eparm(5) *Rflow**0.8) 
C refrigerant heat transfer resistance 
rad = eparm(2)*le-2/Eaflow**eparm(6) 
C dry air resistance 
raw = eparm(3)*le-2/Eaflow**eparm(6) 
C wet air resistance 
Qad = fd*«Eahi+hab)/2-hasurd)/rad 
C heat transfer of dry section 
Qaw = (1-fd)*«hab+Eaho)/2-hasurd)/raw 
C heat transfer of wet section 
C heat transfer 
eR(l) (Q - (Qad+Qaw»/lOOO 
eR(2) (Q - (Tsur-(Erti+Erto)/2)/rr)/1000 
eR(3) (Qad-Eaflow*(Eahi-hab»/lOOO 
C pressure 
eR(4) (Erpi-Erpo)-(Rflow**2/«Erdi+Erdo)/2» 
& * (eparm(9) + eparm(10)/(0.5*Rflow*(1/Erdi+1/Erdo»**0.55) 
C Mass Transfer 
eR(5) «Eawi - Eawo) - (Eawi-wasurd)* (l-fd) 
& * (eparm(7) + eparm(8) *le-3*Eaflow»*1000 
C** expansion valve 
xdrop = input(lO) 
xp1 = 1.042 
C pressure drop coeff's 
xp2 = 56.4 
C (hr~1.5-psi/lb~1.5-ft~3) 
C Erpi crpo - (xp1 + xp2/mr) * (mr**2)/crdo 
C Erpi calcpo*(l - xp1) + xp2 
xR(l) Erpi - (calcpo - xdrop) 
resids(l) 
res ids (2) 
resids(3) 
resids(4) 
resids(5) 
resids(6) 
resids(7) 
resids(8) 
aR(2) 
xR(l) 
kR(l) 
cR(l) 
cR(2) 
cR(3) 
cR(4) 
cR(5) 
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res ids (9) = cR(6) 
resids(10) = cR(7) 
resids (11) eR (1) 
resids (12) eR(2) 
resids (13) eR(3) 
resids (14) eR(4) 
resids (15) eR(5) 
res ids (16) aR(l) 
return 
end 
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APPENDIX G TRANSIENT CONDENSER MODEL 
The transient condenser model simply uses the steady state forcing furictions and 
the time constant parameters to generate the modeled output. Separate forcing functions 
and parameters are used for the air and refrigerant outlet temperatures. 
integer numdata,num,i,j 
double prec~s~on a(3),b(3),DATS(350,9),SSmod(350,6),Mass(350) 
double precision preda(350),predb(350),taua(350),taub(350) 
double precision rdln(9),rdln2(6) 
character*180 alph 
write(*,*) "Reading in two sets of three parameters." 
read(*,*) a 
read(*,*) b 
C Input the measured inputs for model. 
Open (Unit=12, file="TRcond.in", status="old") 
Read(12,*) numdata 
Read(12,99) alph 
99 format (a) 
if (numdata .gt. 350) then 
write(*,100) 350 
100 format (" Configured to allow only up to",i4," 
& sets in a file.") 
write(*,*) "Please split data and try again." 
stop 
end if 
do 10 i=l,numdata 
read(12,*) rdln 
do 10 j=1,9 
DATS(i,j) = rdln(j) 
10 continue 
Close (12) 
C Input the steady state forcing function values. 
Open (Unit=12, file="TRcond.pred", status="old") 
Read(12,*) num 
If (num .ne. numdata) then 
Write(*,*) "Different number of points in TRcond.pred." 
stop 
End if 
Read(12,99) alph 
Do 20 i=l,numdata 
Read (12,*) rdln2 
Do 20 j=1,6 
SSmod(i,j) = rdln2(j) 
20 Continue 
Close (12) 
C Input refrigerant mass estimates for time constant function. 
Open (Unit=12, file="TRmass.out", status="old") 
Read(12,*) num 
If (num .ne. numdata) then 
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Write(*,*) "Different number of points in TRmass.out." 
stop 
End if 
Read(12,99) alph 
Do 30 i=1,numdata 
Read (12,*) Mass (i) 
30 Continue 
Close (12) 
Open (Unit=1, File="TRcond.out", Status="new") 
Write(1,*) numdata 
Write(1,*) "Tao_act, To_act, Taoyred, Toyred, tau_air, tau ref" 
preda(1) = SSmod(1,4) 
predb(1) = SSmod(1,5) 
Do 40 i = 1,numdata-1 
taua(i) = a(1)*(1.0 + a(2)*Mass(i»*(a(3)/DATS(i,1)**0.67 + 
& 1.0/DATS(i,9)**0.8) 
preda(i+1) = preda(i) + (SSmod(i+1,4) - preda(i»*(l -
& exp(-2/taua(i») 
taub(i) = b(1)*(1.0 + b(2)*Mass(i»*(b(3)/DATS(i,1)**0.67 + 
& 1.0/DATS(i,9)**0.8) 
predb(i+1) = predb(i) + (SSmod(i+1,5) - predb(i»*(l -
& exp(-2/taub(i») 
40 Continue 
taua(numdata)=O.O 
taub (numdata) =0.0 
Do 50 i = 1,numdata 
Write(1,200) DATS(i,3),DATS(i,6),preda(i),predb(i),taua(i), 
& taub(i) 
200 format (6(f12.6,", "» 
50 Continue 
Close (1) 
write(*,*) " Have a Nice Day!"G" 
stop 
end 
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APPENDIX H MODEL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS 
One limitation of the Fortran 77 compiler 68K Rev 10.8(190) on the Apollo 
workstations is that read and write operations can not be performed on lines longer than 
255 characters. The line combination tool below is used to produce a table with a hundred 
columns from the analyzer output for spreadsheet type work on the Macintosh computer. 
The line selection tool is used to select certain items from the output to form input files for 
the search and model programs. These tools are written in C. 
UNIX shell scripts that handle fIle manipulations and run the analyzer, search 
program, and model for steady state and transient programs are also included. Finally, the 
UNIX sed script and a shell script to perform most of the conversion of a TrueBASIC 
program into FORTRAN are presented. 
H.t. Data Manipulation Tools 
Line combination tool, "combn.c": 
tinclude <stdio.h> 
/* This filter takes one integer argument and places lines of input on 
output with a newline after each group of that number of lines. Limit 
of input line length is 1024 characters. */ 
main (argc,argv) 
int argc; 
char *argv[]; 
{ 
int i,n; 
char buff[1024]; 
if (argc != 2) { 
printf("%s: Must supply number of lines to group.\n",argv[O]); 
exit (-1); 
n atoi(argv[l]); 
if (n < 1) { 
} 
printf("%s: Zero or negative argument.\n",argv[O]); 
exit (-2); 
while (! (feof (stdin) » { . 
} 
for (i=O; (i < n && ! (feof(stdin»);i++) 
gets(buff); 
if (! (feof(stdin») 
fputs(buff,stdout); 
if (i > 1) { 
putc('\n',stdout); 
exit (0); 
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Line selection tool, "lnpull.c": 
'include <stdio.h> 
/* This filter takes integer arguments. The first is a reset number 
and others are chosen numbers. Lines are read from input (length limit 
of 1024 characters) and those of chosen numbers in every group of the 
reset number are written to output. Chosen numbers must be ordered and 
not greater than the reset group size. */ 
main (argc,argv) 
int argc; 
char *argv[]; 
{ 
int i,k,reset,*n; 
char buff[1024]; 
if (argc < 3) { 
printf("%s: Must supply reset and chosen line numbers.\n",argv[O); 
exit (-1); 
if «n = (int *) malloc«argc-1)*sizeof(int») 
perror(argv[O]); 
NULL) { 
exit (-2); 
} 
if «reset = atoi(argv[1)) < 2) { 
} 
printf("%s: Reset argument should be at least two.\n",argv[O]); 
exit (-3); 
if «*n = atoi(argv[2]» < 1) { 
printf("%s: Must provide positive line numbers.\n",argv[O); 
exit (-4); 
for (i=1;i <'argc-2;i++) { 
* (n+i) = atoi(argv[i+2); 
if (*(n+i) <= *(n+i-1» { 
printf("%s: Lines out of sequence.\n",argv[O]); 
exit (-5); 
if (reset < *(n+argc-3» { 
} 
printf("%s: Reset smaller than last line.\n",argv[O); 
exit (-6); 
* (n+argc-2) = 0; 
while (! (feof(stdin») 
} 
for (k=O,i=l; (i <= reset && ! (feof(stdin»);i++) 
gets(buff); 
if (i == *(n+k) && ! (feof(stdin») { 
puts(buff); 
k++; 
exit (0); 
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H.2. Shell Scripts for Models 
Scripts to compile FORTRAN code on Apollo, "cmpile" and "cmpdb": 
f! /bin/csh -f 
foreach file ($argv) 
if (-e $file.f) then 
ftn $file.f -u -type -opt 4 
endif 
end 
echo" Have a Nice Day\!"G" 
if (-e $l.f.bin) then 
bind *.bin -b $l.exe 
rm -i *.bin 
endif 
t! /bin/csh -f 
foreach file ($argv) 
if (-e $file.f) then 
ftn $file.f -u -type -dba 
endif 
end 
echo" Have a Nice Day\!"G" 
if (-e $l.f.bin) then 
bind *.bin -b $l.db.exe 
rm -i *.bin 
endif 
fdde $1. db . exe 
Script to run steady state programs: 
f! /bin/csh -f 
if ("" == "$1") then 
if (-e Databank) then 
set datfile = "" 
else 
echo "Enter input raw data file: 
set datfile = $< 
endif 
else 
set datfile = $1 
endif 
if ("" != "$datfile") then 
if (-e $datfile) then 
mv -i $datfile Databank 
else 
set datfile = "" 
endif 
endif 
if (-e Databank) then 
if (-e Table_Output) then 
mv Table_Output Table_Output.bak 
endif 
if (-e Table.lns) then 
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" 
mv Table.lns Table.bak 
endif 
anl.v4.exe && combn 100 <Table_Output Ised 'sl 
mv Table_Output Table.lns 
if (-e Table Output.bak) then 
om -i Table_Output.bak 
endif 
endif 
if (-e Table Output) then 
om -i Table_Output 
endif 
if ("" != "$datfile") then 
mv -i Databank $datfile 
endif 
if (-e out.tbl) then 
om -i out.tbl 
endif 
if (-e Table.lns) then 
if (-e Table.bak) then 
om -i Table.bak 
endif 
if (-e SScond.in) then 
mv SScond.in SSin.bak 
endif 
if (-e sys.in) then 
mv sys.in sys.bak 
endif 
set num = 'wc -1 Table.lns' 
@ num[l] = ($num[l] I 100) - 1 
echo $num[l] > SScond.in 
echo $num[l] > sys.in 
*1, Ig' >out.tbl && 
Inpull 100 5 16 22 23 24 28 29 30 31 <Table.lns Icombn 91 awk 'BEGIN 
{OFS = ", "}\ 
{ print $2, $3, $4, $6, $8, $7, $9, $5, $1 }' »SScond.in 
Inpull 100 1 16 22 24 37 44 46 75 89 <Table.lns Icombn 91 sed 'sl 
*1, Ig' » sys.in 
om -i Table.lns 
endif 
if (-e SScond.in) then 
echo "Do you want to run SS model?" 
set ans = $< 
if ("y" == "$ans" 1 1 "yes" == "$ans") then 
if (-e SScond.out) then 
else 
mv SScond.out SSout.bak 
endif 
if (-e SSaccuracy) then 
mv SSaccuracy SSacc.bak 
endif 
if (-e SSmass.in) then 
mv SSmass.in SSmass.bak 
endif 
SScon3.exe 
echo "Do you want to run parameter search?" 
set ans = $< 
if ("y" == "$ans" 1 1 "yes" == "$ans") then 
if (-e marq.out) then 
mv marq.out marq.bak 
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endif 
SSo3.exe 
endif 
endif 
rm -i SScond.in 
endif 
foreach file (Table Output Table SSin SSout SSacc SSmass marq sys) 
if (-e ${file}.bak) then 
rm -i ${file}.bak 
endif 
end 
foreach file (SScond.out SSaccuracy SSmass.in marq.out sys.in) 
if (-e $file) then 
rm -i $file 
endif 
end 
Script to run transient programs: 
f! /bin/csh -f 
if (ft" == "$1") then 
if (-e Databank) then 
set datfile = "" 
else 
echo "Enter input raw data file: 
set datfile = $< 
endif 
else 
set datfile = $1 
endif 
if ("" != "$datfile") then 
if (-e $datfile) then 
mv -i $datfile Databank 
else 
set datfile = "" 
endif 
endif 
if (-e Databank) then 
if (-e Table_Output) then 
mv Table_Output Table_Output.bak 
endif 
if (-e Table.lns) then 
mv Table.lns Table.bak 
endif 
" 
anl.tr.exe && mv Table_Output Table.lns 
if (-e Table_Output.bak) then 
rm -i Table_Output.bak 
endif 
endif 
if (-e Table_Output) then 
rm -i Table_Output 
endif 
if ('''' != "$datfile") then 
mv -i Databank $datfile 
endif 
if (-e Table.lns) then 
if (-e TRcond.in) then 
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mv TRcond.in TRin.bak 
endif 
set num = 'wc -1 Table.lns' 
@ num[l) = ($num[l) / 100) - 1 
echo $num[l) > TRcond.in 
lnpull 100 5 16 22 23 24 28 29 30 31 <Table.lns Icombn 91 awk 'BEGIN 
{OFS = ", "}\ 
{ print $2, $3, $4, $6, $8, $7, $9, $5, $1 }' »TRcond.in 
rm -i Table.lns 
endif 
if (-e TRcond.in && -e SSparm) then 
echo "Do you want to run SS predictions?" 
set ans = $< 
if ("y" == "$ans" 1 1 "yes" == "$ans") then 
if (-e SScond.out) then 
mv SScond.out SSout.bak 
endif 
if (-e SSaccuracy) then 
mv SSaccuracy SSacc.bak 
endif 
if (-e SSmass.in) then 
mv SSmass.in SSmass.bak 
endif 
if (-e SScond.in) then 
echo "WARNING: Moving SScond.in to backup." 
mv SScond.in SSin.bak 
endif 
mv TRcond.in SScond.in 
cat SSparm 1 SScon.tr.exe 
mv SScond.in TRcond.in 
if (-e TRcond.pred) then 
mv TRcond.pred TRpred.bak 
endif 
mv SScond.out TRcond.pred 
if (-e TRaccuracy) then 
mv TRaccuracy TRacc.bak 
endif 
mv SSaccuracy TRaccuracy 
if (-e TRmass.in) then 
mv TRmass.in TRmass.bak 
endif 
mv SSmass.in TRmass.in 
endif 
endif 
if (-e TRmass.in) then 
echo "Do you want to run mass estimation?" 
set ans = $< 
if ("y" == "$ans" 1 1 "yes" == "$ans") then 
if (-e TRmass.out) then 
mv TRmass.out TRmout.bak 
endif 
TRmass.exe 
endif 
endif 
if (-e TRcond.in && -e TRcond.pred && -e TRmass.out && -e TRparma && -e 
TRparmr) then 
echo "Do you want to do transient parameter estimation?" 
set ans = $< 
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if ("y" == "$ans" I I "yes" == "$ans") then 
if (-e marqa.out) then 
mv marqa.out marqa.bak 
endif 
cat TRparma I TRobja.exe I tee -i marqa.out 
tail -3 marqa.outlhead -1 > TRpa. 
mv -i TRpa. TRparma 
if (-e marqr.out) then 
mv marqr.out marqr.bak 
endif 
cat TRparmr I TRobjr.exe I tee -i marqr.out 
tail -3 marqr.outlhead -1 > TRpr. 
mv -i TRpr. TRparmr 
endif 
echo "Do you want to run transient model?" 
set ans = $< 
if ("y" == "$ans" I I "yes" == "$ans") then 
if (-e TRcond.out) then 
mv TRcond.out TRout.bak 
endif 
cat TRparma TRparmr I TRcon.exe 
endif 
endif 
foreach file (TRaccuracy TRcond.in TRcond.pred TRmass.in TRmass.out 
TRcond.out marqa.out marqr.out) 
end 
if (-e $file) then 
rm -i $file 
endif 
foreach file (Table_Output Table SSin SSout SSacc SSmass TRin TRpred 
TRacc TRmass TRmout TRout marqa marqr) 
end 
if (-e ${file}.bak) then 
rm -i ${file}.bak 
endif 
H.3. TrueBASIC to FORTRAN Converter 
Shell script to run conversion: 
*! /bin/csh -f 
if $*argv != 2 then 
echo " " 
echo 
echo 
"This 
"file 
does a preliminary processing of a TrueBASIC" 
to begin conversion into Apollo FORTRAN." 
echo " " 
echo "Use: $0 <TrueBASIC file in> <intermediate file out>" 
else 
if (-e $2) mv -i $2 $2.bak 
(echo "%include 'matrix.inc"'iecho " "iecho " 
"iecho 
program $1"iecho " 
" integer"iecho " double precision"iecho " ") » $2 
sed -f tb2for <$1 »$2 
lncnt <$2 lawk '$3 > 72 
endif 
{print $O}' Imore 
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Sed script, "tb2for," used by converter: 
s/'" *!/C / 
/"'C /p 
/"'C /d 
5/ [IL] [eEl [tTl / / 
5/ [iI] [fF] /If/ 
s/[eE] [nN] [dO] *If/Endif/ 
5/ [tTl [hH] [eEl [nN] /Then/ 
5/ [eEl [IL] [sS] [eEl /Else/ 
5/ [wW] [hH] [iI] [IL] [eEl /While/ 
s/[dO] [oO]/DO/ 
5/\ ([ )] \) [aA] [nN] [dO] \ ([ (] \) /\1.and. \2/g 
5/\([ )]\) [00] [rR]\([ (]\)/\1.or.\2/g 
5/ *>= */ .ge. /g 
5/ *=> */ .ge. /g 
5/ *<= */ .le. /g 
5/ *=< */ .le. /g 
5/ *<> */ .ne. /g 
5/ *>< */ .ne. /g 
5/ *> */ .gt. /g 
5/ *< */ .It. /g 
s/If\(.*\)Then/If (\1) Then/ 
s/While\(.*\)$/While (\1)/ 
:one 
s/If\(.*\) *= *\(.*\)Then/If \1 .eq. \2 Then/ 
s/If\(.*\) *= *\(.*\)/If \1 .eq. \2/ 
/If.*=/b one 
:two 
s/While\(.*\) *= *\(.*\)$/While \1 .eq. \2/ 
/While.*=/b two 
5/ [cC] [IL] [00] [sS] [eEl **\ (. *\) /Close (\1) / 
5/ [00] [pP] [eEl [nN] **\ (. *\): * [nN] [aA] [mM] [eEl *\ (. *\) /Open (Unit=\l, 
File=\2)/ 
s/[mM] [aA] [tTl */Call MATxxx(/ 
5/ [pP] [rR] [iI] [nN] [tTl ** *\ ([0-9] *\): */Write (\1, *) / 
5/ [pP] [rR] [il] [nN] [tTl ** *\ ([0-9] *\) /write (\1, *) / 
s/ [pP] [rR] [iI] [nN] [tTl * /Write (*, *) / 
5/ [iI] [nN] [pP] [uU] [tTl ** *\ ([0-9] *\): */Read(\l, *) / 
5/ [il] [nN] [pP] [uU] [tTl */Read(*, *) / 
s/[fF] [00] [rR] *\(.*\)=\(.*\) *[tT] [00] *\(.*\)/DO lOx \1=\2,\3/ 
5/ * [sS] [tTl [eEl [pP] */, / . 
5/"'\( *\)Do *$/\lDo while xxx [Must take condition from end of loop.]/ 
5/'" *[eE] [nN] [dO] *[sS] [uU] [bB]/return\ 
end/ 
s/'" *[sS] [uU] [bB] \ (.*\)/Subroutine\l\ 
integer\ 
double precision/ 
5/"'\( *\) [IL] [00] [00] [pp]/\lEnd Do/ 
s/\"/**/g 
5/( */(/g 
5/ *)/)/g 
5/ *(/ (/g 
s/) */) /g 
:three 
5/ ( (\ ( [" 0 ] *\) ) ) / (\1) / 
/«["'()]*»/b three 
: four 
s/O//g 
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I () Ib four 
s/"l I 
s/"\(.*\) !/\1\ 
C I 
sl \ ( *\) [nN] [eEl [xX] [tTl . */10x\lContinuel 
sl" *$11 
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